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ALFORD, "ARTHA A. 21:2:41 
ALFORD, "ARY 21:2:SB 
ALFORD, "ARY A. 21:2:26, 41 
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ALFORD, SOUTHERN 21:2:26 
ALFORD, SUSANNAH 21:2:14, 55 
ALFORD, THOS. D. 21:2:34 
ALFORD, TONYi STORE 21:4:22 
ALFORD, UNITT 20:2:14 
ALFORD, W. H. 21:1:281 29, 30 ALFORD, WARREN TRESS ~0:2:14 
ALFORD1 NILLIAK 20:2:14; 21:1:29; 21:2:58 ALIGATuR BAY 21:1:22 
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ALLEN FA"ILY 19:2:4 
ALLEN, ALBERT 21:2:17, S3 
ALLEN, BETHEL 21:2:33 
ALLEN, CALVIN 21:2:34 
ALLEN CHARLES 21:1:37 
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ALLEN> 19:2:13 
ALLEN, D. 21:2:2S 
ALLEN, D. T. 19:1:18 
ALLEN, DAVID"· 19:2:13 
ALLENi DESSIE VIOLA !NIFE OF JOHN ROZIER 
An"ONSI 19:2:13 
ALLEN, DIDE"US 21:2:51 
ALLEN, DORCAS 21:2:33 
ALLEN, DOTY 21:2:33 
ALLEN, DRURY 19:2:1S 
ALLEN, EDWARD 21:2:34 
ALLEN, ELINOR 19:2:1S 
ALLEN, ELIZABETH 21:2:14, 15, IS, 53 
ALLEN, ELIZABETH 0. 21:2:17 
ALLEN, E"ILY 21:2:18 
ALLEN, ENOCH 21:2:25 
ALLEN, FRANCES 21:2:14 
ALLEN, HELEN 21:2:2S1 53 ALLEN, HELLEN 21:2:11 
ALLEN, IRENE 21:2:14 
ALLEN, IRVAN 21:2:18 
ALLEN, ISAAC 21:2:14 
ALLEN, JA"ES 19:1:18; 21:2:53 
ALLEN, JA"ES Z. 21:2:2S 
ALLEN, JOEL 21:1:38 
ALLEN, JOHN 21:2:14, 26, 33, S3 
ALLEN, JOHN V. 21:2:17 
ALLEN, JOSEPH 21:2:18 
ALLEN, JULIA A. 21:2:15, 33 
ALLEN, LOUISA 21:2:2S 
ALLEN, LUTHER 21:2:26 
ALLEN, KARGARET 21:2:2S 
ALLEN, "ARGARET "· 21:2:25 
ALLEN, KARTHA A. 21:2:2S 
ALLEN, "ARY 21:2:14, 26 
ALLEN, "ARY A. 21:2:26 
ALLEN, "ATILDA A. 21:2:26 
ALLEN, "OLSEY 21:2:33 
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ALLSTON, BENJAKIN, ESQR, 21:1:22 
ALLSTON, CHARLES 20:2:23 
ALLSTON, JOSEPH 19:2:15 
ALLSTON, JOSEPH II. 21:3:22 !21 
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ALLSTON, JOSIAS, EST. 21:1:18, 24 
ALLSTON, SA"UELi EST. 21:3:21 
ALLSTON, llILLIA" 21:3:28 
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AL"ONDS see also AK"ONS1 AKONS, AK"OND AL"ONDS(?I ADALINE 21:t:24 
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ALKONDS(?I, ELIZABETH 21:2:24 
ALKONDS!?I, FRANKLIN 21:2:24 
AL"ONDS(?I, GEORGE 21:2:24 
AL"ONDS!?l, JOSHUA 21:2:24 
ALKONDS(?I, RANDOLPH 21:2:24 
ALKONDS!?1 1. REBECCA A. 21:2:24 ALSTON, BENJN. 21:3:26 
ALSTON, JOSEPH 21:1:21! 22[· 21:3:18 
ALSTON, JOSEPH II. !COL. 2 : 3: 24 
ALSTON, T. P. !CAPT.I 20:2:4, 7 
ALSTON, llILLIAK 21:1:23 
ALSTON, llILLIAK !COL.I 20:3:7, 12; 21:3:16, 
21, 24, 26 21 
ALSTON, 20:1:10t; 20:4:33 
ALT"AN, JI{~ 21:2:13 
ALTKAN, JANE 21:2:18 
ALTKAN, JESSE S. 21:2:9 
ALTKAN, LAURA (KRS. JOHN LUPO! 19:4:14 
ALTKAN, KARY 21:2:13 
ALTKAN, KARY JANE !llIFE OF RICHARD ODOKl 
19:4:36 
ALTKAN1 SARAH 21:2:18 AKAD1 ~. E. 21:4:24 AK8RuSE, A. 11. 1 HOUSE 20:4:35 AKBROSE, ARTHUK 20:1:9t1 lOt, 13 AKBROSE, BEATRICE 21:1:t6 
AKBROSE, ELLSBERRY 20:1:10t, 13 
AKBROSE1 H. II. 20:1:8-9t (fa1ily group picture) 
AKBROSE, H. II., HOUSE 21:4:5 
AKBROSE, HENRY llILSON 21:1:44 
AKBROSE, JENNINGS 20:1:9t 
AKBROSE, "AUD LAii 21:1:44 
A"BROSE1. STELLA JOHNSON 21:1:26 AKERICAN LEGION 19:4:17 
A#ERICAN LU#BER#AN 20:1:15 
AKERICAN REVOLUTION 20:3:5 
A#ERICAN SPELLING BOOK, THE, BY NOAH llEBSTER 
21:3:8 
A""OND, CALHOUN 19:2:13 
AKKOND, ELIZABETH 19:2:13 
AKKOND, GEORGIA 19:2:13 
AKKOND, HARREL 19:2:13 
AKKOND, JETHEROll 19:2:13 
AK~OND, JOSEPH J, 19:2:13 
AKKOND, JUDSON 19:2:13 
AK"OND, KARY A. 19:2:13 
AKKOND, llINFORD 19:2:13 
AKKONS FA"ILY 19:2:12-14t 
A11ons Fa1ilies of Horry fro• 18501 by "argaret C. A11ons 19:2:12-14• 
AKKONS, ADDIE 19:2:12 
AKKONS, ALDEAN 19:2:14 
AKKONS, ANNIS "· 21:2:36 
AKKONS, C. C. 19:2:13 
AKKONS, CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH ("BETTY"! 
19:2:13 
AK"ONS, CORNELIUS !CORNELIUS J., C. J., NEILi 
19:2: 12 13 
A""ONS, CORNELIUS JASON 19:2:14 
AKKQNSi CYNTHIA STEVENS (llIFE OF CORNELIUS 
A""ONSI 19:2:13 
AKKONS, DANIEL J, 19:2:13 
A"KONS, DAVID S. 21:2:36 
AKKONS~ DESSIE VIOLA ALLEN (llIFE OF JOHN 
R0£IER AK"ONSI 19:2:13, 14 
AKKONS, ELIZABETH 21:2:36 
AKKONS, FRANK C. 19:2:13 
AKKONS, FRANKLIN 19:2:12, 13 
A"KONS, GEORGE 19:2:121 13 A"KONS, H. CALHOUN 19:t:l3 
AK"ONS, ISAAC KACK 19:2:14 
AK"ONS, J, 19:1:15 
AKKONS, JAKES ED"UND 19:2:14 
AK"ONS, JOHN 21:2:36 
AKKONS, JOHN ROZIER 19:2:13, 14 
A"KONS, JOHN VOllLIE 19:2:14 
AKKONS, JOSHUA !Revolutionary liar veteran! 
19:2: 12-14 
AKKONS, JULIA R. 19:2:13 
A"KONS, LEVI 19:2:12 
A11ons, Kargaret C. A11ons Fa1ilies of Horry 
fro1 1850. 19:2:12-14t 
A""ONS, "ENDEL JOSHUA 19:2:14 
A"KONS, KILDRED "ARINELL 19:2:14 
A"KONS, NAPOLEON LAYFAYETTE ("FAYETTE"! 
19:2:13 
A"KONS, REBECCA A. 19:2:12, 13 
AKKONS, SA"UEL 19:2:13 
AKKONS, SOLOKON 21:2:36 
A"KONS; llILLIA" LEllIS 19:2:14 
AKKONS, llILLIAK R. 19:2: 13 
AKKONS, llK. 0. 21:2:36 
AKONS, ELIZABETH 19:2:12, 13, 14 
AKONS JOHN 19:2:12 
AKONS: JOSHUA 19:2:12, 14 
A"ONS1 RANDOLPH D. 19:2:12, 13 ANABArTISTS 21:1:26 
ANCRUK JOHN 19:2:15 ANDER!~!, HENRY 19:4:33 
ANDERS 21:3:26 ANDERS~N;-rubENIA 21:1:25 
ANDERSEN, KATHLEEN 19:3:7 
ANDERSEN, "· G. 20:2:24 
ANDERSEN, OLE GIBSON 19:1:11 
ANDERSON FA"ILY 19:2:4i 21:3:11 
ANDERSON, A. S. 21:1:44 
ANDERSON, ADALINE G. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, ALEXANDER 21:2:55 
ANDERSON, ALVA S. 21:2:51 
ANDERSON; ALVIN 21:1:26 
ANDERSON, ANN 21:2:31, 46 
ANDERSON, BETHEL 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, CHARLOTTE 21:2:51 
ANDERSON, CHRISTOPHER 19:2:15 
ANDERSON, D. R. 21:2:48 
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ANDERSON, DALTON 19:4:24 
ANDERSON, DANIEL C. 21:2:46 
ANDERSONt DAVID 19:1:21i 19:2:9; 19:4:30, 
33· 20:4:29, 30; 21::.::51 • 21:3: 19 20 
ANDERSON, DAVID, JR. 19:4:29; 20:4:3~; 
21:3:19 
ANDERSON, DAVID, SENIOR 20:4:34; 21:3:20 
ANDERSON, EDITH E. 19:2:9 
ANDERSON, ELIZA 21:2:51 53 
ANDERSON ELIZABETH 21:~:4B, S3 
ANDERSON; ELIZABETH <NIFE OF BENJA"IN TILLY 
SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
ANDERSON, E"ILY 21:2:5S 
ANDERSON, EUGINA 19:3:7 
ANDERSON, FANNIE BUCK 20:4:12 
ANDERSON, FLORA !"RS. LUNDY "ONROE VAUGHTl 
19:4:24 
ANDERSON, FRANKLIN 21:2:S3 
ANDERSON, GENE 20:3:4S 
ANDERSON, GEORGE N. 21:2:31, 48 
ANDERSON, GILBERT 21:2:48 
ANDERSON 1 GLENN INIFE OF GEORGE TILL"AN SESSIONS, SR.l 19:1:22 
ANDERSON, HELEN 21:2:31 
ANDERSON1 HENRY 19:4:30; 21:1:17; 21:3:19, 26 l.7 
ANDERSON, HENRY B. A. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, HENRY Q, 21:2:48 
ANDERSON, HENRY JUNR. 21:1:17• 21:3:19 
ANDERSON, JIAl'IESl S. 13RD SERGEANT! 20:2:4, 
8 
ANDERSON, J, COKER 21:1:26 
ANDERSON, J, J, 13RD SERGEANT! 20:2:4, 7 
ANDERSON, J; J. <THE REV.l 20i4:12 
ANDERSON, J, T. 19:1:18 
ANDERSON, JACOB 19:4:29 
ANDERSON, JAl'IES 19:1:21; 21:2:22, SS 
ANDERSON, JAl'IES F. 21:2:48 
ANDERSON, JAl'IES T. 21:2:17 
ANDERSON, JANE 21:2:53 
ANDERSON, JEFFERSON 21:2:S4 
ANDERSON, JERUSHA 21:2:53 
ANDERSON, JOHN 21:2:SO; 21:3:19, 2S, 26, 28 
ANDERSON, JOHN D. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, JOHN T. 21:2:S 
ANDERSON, JOHN N. 21:2:17 
ANDERSON, JULIA E. 21:2:S 
ANDERSON, JULIANA CONNAY NILSON 20:4:7 
ANDERSON, JULIUS 21:2:SS 
ANDERSON1 KATHERINE GORE !"RS. DALTON ANDEt<SONl 19:4:24 
ANDERSON, LEVI 19:1:16; 21:2:53 
ANDERSON, LOUISA 21:2:S1 
ANDERSON, LOUISA B. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, LUCINDA C. 21:2:SS 
ANDERSON, l'I. CAPERS 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, "ARSDEN 21:2:SS 
ANDERSON, "ARTHA 21:2:22, 53 
ANDERSON, l'IARTHA A. 21:2:17, S4 
ANDERSON, "ARY 21:2:46 48 
ANDERSON, l'IARY l"RS.l 19:3:12 
ANDERSON, l'IARY A. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, PHILLIP D. 21:2:12 
ANDERSON, RtOBERTl C. 20:2:4, 7 
ANDERSON, REBECCA J, 21:2:17 
ANDERSON, ROBERT 19:4:30, 33; 20:4:29; 
21: 1: 17· 21:2:46, S3 
ANDERSON, ROBERT P. 21:2:51 
ANDERSON, ROBERT, EST. 21:1:17 
ANDERSON, ROBT. H. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, RUSSEL 21:2:48 
ANDERSON, S. S., JR. 21:1:44 
ANDERSON, SAl'IUEL 21:2:31, 48, Sl; 21:3:26 
(2) 
~~~~~~~~'i ~~~~~ 1~l~~:~~ 1 R5~tR~5REYNOLDS 
SESS ONS JR. l 19: 1 : 21 
ANDERSON, SARAH L. 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, SC 21:1:35 
ANDERSON, SILAS 21:2:46 
ANDERSON, SUSAN 21:2:53 
ANDERSON, T. J. 19:1:16; 21:2:17 
ANDERSON, N. T. 21:2:5 
ANDERSON, NILLIA" 20:4:7i 21:2:32, 46 
ANDERSON, WILLIA" H. 21:l.:53 
ANDERSON, NILLIA", FA"ILY 19:3:12 
ANDERSON, N". B. 21:2:5 
ANDRESS, NI'!. 19:4:32 
ANDRENS, ISAAC 21:3:22 
ANDRENS, NILL". 19: 4: 30l 33 
ANNEX l"B hotelt 20:2: 5 
ANTI OCH 19: 1: 4 
ANTIOCH CHURCH OF CHRIST !S.B.C.l 19:3:16 
ANTIOCH "ETHODIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
APPO"ATTOXl VA 20:2:8 
ARCADIA 2 :1:13 
ARCADY 21:1:13 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD STATION, ARCADIA 
PLANTATION 21:3:12 
ARCHAEOLOGY Chestnut-Anderson site 21:3:11-
15 
ARLINGTON, VA 19:4:18 
AR"STRONG E"ELY 19:3:7 
AR"Y OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA 20:2:6 
AR"Y TRAINING1 NNI, USC 19:3:29 ARNETTE, JA"E~ 19:3:21 
ARNOLD, CLARY 21:2:19 
ARNOLD, JOSEPH N. 19:4:17 
ARNOLD, "ARY LOUISE !"RS. VICTOR SLOAN COXl 
19:4:17 
ARNOLD, R. P. 19:1:16 
ARNOLD, ROBT. P. 21:2:19 
ARNOLD SARAH"· 21:2:19 ARTICL~S OF CONFEDERATION 21:3:7 
ASBURY, FRANCIS IBPl 19:1:19; 19:4:4-S; 
20:4:21 22 
ASHEBORO, N~ 19:4:22 
ASTON1 A. C. !THE REV.l 19:3:12 ATKIN~ON, J. C. IREV.l 19:4:6 
ATKINSON, NORA !!'IRS. JOHN G. JORDAN! 19:4:11 
ATLANTIC BEACH incorporated 30 June 1966 
19:3:18 
ATLANTIC COAST LINE RAILROAD 19:1:5; 19:2:4; 
19:3:32· 20:1:4; 21:4:12 
ATLANTIC coAsT LINE RAILROAD DEPOT 21:4:5, 13 
ATLANTIC COAST LU"BER CO"PANY 19:3:14 
ATLANTIC COAST LU"BER CORPORATION 19:4:13; 
20:1:41 13, 14 
ATLANTIC O~EAN 21:3:20, 22, 27, 24, 25 12!, 
26 28 
ATWATER l'IARY 21:3:5 
AULKl'IAN' JAl'IES 19:4:29 
AUTOl'IOBiLES 19:1:10; Arthur Burroughs' Reo 
20:1:20t 
AUTREY, DAVID "ICHAEL 19:4:19 
AUTREY, DUANE "YRON 19:4:19 
AUTREY1 JOAN BEATRICE BEATTY ll'IRS. DUANE "Yt<ON AUTREY! 19: 4: 19 
AVANT1 HENRY 19:4:301 33; 21:3:16 AVERIL FAl'IILY 19:3:1:.: 
AVERIL, "RS. GEORGE 19:3:13 
AYERS, NILLIAl'I 21:1:27, 38 
AYNOR aural 19: 1:covera, role of t~ain in 
founding 19:1:4-S; Horry Industrial 
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School 19:3:12; 19:3:16, 17; 
incorporated 21 "ay 1914 19:3:18; 
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AYNOR BRANCH RAILROAD 20:1:7 
AYNOR LIONS CLUB 19:1:cover 
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AYNOR "ARY 19:1:4 
AZALEA, NATIVE !CANESCENCE AND ATLANTICU"l 
21:4:22 
BACCOTT1 SA"UEL 19:2:15 BACK CRtEK 21:3:25 
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BACKSLEY, JOSEPH 21:2:15 
BACKSLEY, "ERIAH 21:2:15 
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BAILEY, DAVID 19:1:20 
BAILEY, ELIZABETH RAINES 19:1:20 
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CAULKINS WILLIA" 19:2:15 
CAUSEY t~AUSAYl, DAVID 19:4:30, 33 
CAUSEY, ABSALO" 21:2:3 
CAUSEY, ALICE 21:2:6 
CAUSEY, ANN S. 21:2:55 
CAUSEY, ARA 21:2:5 
CAUSEY, ASA 21:2:6 
CAUSEY, C. H. 19: 1 : 18 
CAUSEY, CECILE A. t"RS. VICTOR EARL COX! 
19:4:23 
CAUSEY, CHARLOTTE A. 21:2:55 
CAUSEY, CINDERILLA 21:2:5 
CAUSEY COLE"AN 21:2:17 
CAUSEY: CORNELIUS A. 21:2:17 
CAUSEY, CULLINSHARP 21:2:17 
CAUSEY, DAVID 21:1:19 
CAUSEY, DUDLY 21:2:6 
CAUSEY, E. D. 21:2:5 
CAUSEY, ELIZA C. 21:2:7 
CAUSEY, ELIZABETH 21:2:31 7 CAUSEY, ELIZABETH T. 21:L:5 
CAUSEY, F. 19:1:15 
CAUSEY, FRANCES 21:2:6 
CAUSEY, GENE 21:3:12 
CAUSEY, GEORGE A. 21:2:5 
CAUSEY, GEORGE A. G. 21:2:5 
CAUSEY, GLENDA ("RS. PAUL VAUGHT) 19:4:24 
CAUSEY, HENRY L. 21:2:7 
CAUSEY J. 19:1:15 
CAUSEY: JEHU 21:2:5 t2l 
CAUSEY, LAURLAl?l 21:2:17 
CAUSEY; LUCINDA T. 21:2:5 
CAUSEY LUCRETIA 21:2:5 
CAUSEY: "ARGARET W. 21:2:17 
CAUSEY, "ARK 19:4:23 
CAUSEY, MARTHA 21:2:5 
CAUSEY "ARY E. 21:2:5 
CAUSEY: MELVINIA 21:2:17 
CAUSEY, MOLSEY 21:2:17 
CAUSEY ICAUSRY, CAUSERYl~ OWEN 19:4:31, 34; 
21:2:7 
CAUSEY, OZIELl?l 21:2:6 
CAUSEY; QUEENIE MILLIGAN ("RS. "ARK CAUSEY) 
19:4:23 
CAUSEY RICHARD 21:2:5 
CAUSEY: SAMUEL tor LAMUELl 19:4:31, 34 
CAUSEY, SARAH ("RS. JOHN SINGLETON) 19:4:16 
CAUSEY, SARAH A. B. 21:2:7 
CAUSEY, SARAH A. "· 21:2:5 
CAUSEY, W. 6. 21:2: 17 
CAUSEY, WINNEFORD 21:2:7 12! 
CAUSEY, W". 21:2:6 
CAUSEY1 ZEBEDEE 19:4:31, 34i 21:1:25j 21:2:5 CEDAR i.;REEK 19:3:18; 20:4:34; 21:3:1b, 18; 
21:4:20 
CEDAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:18 
CEDAR CREEK CHURCH 19:4:8 
CEDAR CREEK METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
CEDAR GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
CEDAR RAPIDS1 IOWA 19:4:19 CEDER TREE CHICK 21:3:28 
CELLON1 ALMA VAN LANDINGHA" t"RS. A. BRADLEY SHAW! 19:4:14 
CE"ETERIES Port Harrelson 20:1:21 
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CENSUS RECORDS 1850 1ortality schedules 
19:2:9-11; 1860, co1piled by Ione Noodall 
21:2:whole issue 
CENTENARY METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
CENTENARY, SC 19:4:13 
CHADBOURN FAMILY 19:3:32 
CHADBOURN LU"BER CO"PANY 20:1:5; 21:4:12 
CHADBOURN, JAMES H. 19:3:32 
CHADBOURN, NC 20:1:5 
CHADBOURN, N. H. 19:2:4 
CHADBOURN, WILLIA" H. 1 JR. 20:1:5 CHADBURN see CHADBOUKN 
CHANCELLORSVILLE1 BATTLE OF 20:2:7 CHANDLER, ANDY ~0:4:35S 
CHANDLER, GENEVIEVE WILLCOX 19:1:24; 20:2:12 
~~~~~~ERANf~~NY202t:~;19 
CHAP"AN, LUCILLE (MRS. H. B. FLOYD! 19:4:20 
CHAP"AN, THO"AS, EST. 21:3:23 
CHAPMAN 21:3:25, 26, 27 
CHARLEstofr""1T:1:26· 21:3:7 
CHARLOTTEl FREDDIE tusH"AN 20:4:13 
CHAUTAUQUA LECTURES 19:3:9 
CHEERSl?l JOHN 19:2:15 
CHEESEBOROUGHt JOHN 19:2:15 
CHEMICAL PLAN 20:1:21 
CHERAW Cdredge) 21:1:11 
CHERAW 21:3:7, 8 
CHERAW BAY 21:1:7 
CHERAW BRIDGE 21:1:7 
CHERAW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 21:4:28 
CHERRY GROVE 21:1:13 
CHERRY GROVE BEACH incorporated 27 "ar 1959 
19:3:18 
CHERRY HILL BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:17 
CHERRY HILL CAREY LOTT MISSIONARY BAPTIST 
CHURCH INEGROJ 19:3:18 
CHERRY LAKE, FL 19:2:17 
CHESNUT, A. "· 21:2:34 
CHESNUT, ALVA D. 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, ANDREN J. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, ANN F. 21:2:35 
CHESNUT, CHARLOTTE A. 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, CHARLOTTE C. 21:2:35 
CHESNUT, COL"AN 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, CORNELIUS 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, D. N. "· 21:2:34 
CHESNUT1 DANIEL 20:4:33; 21:2:46, 47; 21:.):25 
CHESNUT, ELIZABETH 21:2:35 
CHESNUT, FRANCIS E. 121 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, GEORGE T. 21: 2: 50 
CHESNUT, HENRY 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, HUGH S. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, JA"ES J. 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, JA"ES W. 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, JOHN 21:2:50 
CHESNUT JONATHON 21:2:46 
CHESNUT: MARGARET 21:2:46, 50 
CHESNUT, MARGARET A. 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, MARGARET E. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, MARTHA A. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, MARY F. 2i:2:46 
CHESNUT, MAZARINE 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, READY 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, READY1 JR. 21:2:46 CHESNUT, REBEC~A J. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, ROBERT 19:4:28i 21:2:35, 46 
CHESNUT, RUFUS M. 21:2:j5 
CHESNUT, SARAH 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, SARAH l. 21:2:50 
CHESNUT, SUSAN 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, THURSEY 21:2:46 
CHESNUT, N. C. 21:2:34 
CHESNUTt WILLIA" G • . 21:2.:50 
CHESNUT DUKE NM. 19:4:28 
CHESTERFiELD MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
INEGROJ 19:3:17 
CHESTNUT CROSSROADS 19:3:17 
CHESTNUT FAMILY 21:3:11 
CHESTNUT, A. E. 21:3:12 
CHESTNUT, A. M. 19:1:16 
CHESTNUT, ARCHIE 19:4:19 
CHESTNUT, BRUCE 20:2:COVERS; 20:3:4; 20:4:3; 
20:4:35 
CHESTNUT, D. H. 19:1:16 
CHESTNUT DANIEL 20:4:28 
CHESTNUT: EVA ("RS. NILSON DEWITT VEREENJ 
19:4:19 
CHESTNUT, J. N. 21:3:12 
CHESTNUT JOSEPH 19:4:16 
CHESTNUT: NELL RICHS !"RS. ARCHIE CHESTNUTJ 
19:4:19 
CHESTNUTl NETTIE (WIFE OF THOMAS MARSHAL 
SESS10NSJ 19:1:22 
CHESTNUT, RUFUS"· 20:2:51 7 CHESTNUT, MILLIE M. 21:3: 2 
CHESTNUT
1 
!"RS. JA"ES VAUGHT! 19:4:16 
CHICKEN ~O~Y 21:1:18 
CHICKEN COOB BR. 21:1:18 
CHILDREN'S DRESS 19:3:6 
CHILDREN'S GA"ES 19:3:6 
CHINA
1 
("RS. WILLIAM W. BAKER I 19: 4: 13 
CHINEKtSl!lJN 21:3:25 
CHINNER THO"AS 20:4:17 
CHINNERS SWAMP 20:4:33; 21:1:19; 21:3:19 
CHINNERS, ISAAC !CAPT.I 20:4:17 
CHINNERS, 20:4:27 
CHITWOOD ~ 20:2:2b 
Cholera Ae1edy, A, letter fro1 G. Fisk to 
Col. Ja1es Beaty. 20:2:19 
CHRISTMAS 19:1:9 
CHRISTY'S SNA"P 21:3:19 
Chronological Develop1ent of Present-Day 
Horry County, by Janet H. Woodard 
19:3:22 
CHURCH ACT OF 1706 19:3:22 
CHURCH DISCIPLINE OF MEMBERS 21:1:33 
CHURCHES Gurley Presby.terian 19:2:7; St. 
Paul's AME 19:3:29; First United 
Methodist, Conway 19:4:coverS, 4-6•; 
early Presbyterian 1eeting house, 
Kingston 19:4:4·l Kingston Presbyterian 
Church, Conway 9:4: 4· Provid.ence 
Methodist 19:4:12; NPA survey, 1936 
19:3:15-18 
CHURCHES See also na1es of individual 
churches. 
CIRCUIT COURT ACT OF 1769 19:3:22 
CITADEL 1 THE 19:4:14, 19 CIVIL WRR 19:3:19 
CIVIL WAR SOLDIERS Cotpany C <Lake Swatp 
Volunteersl, Co1pany G (Horry Rough and 
Readysl, Co1pany M 19:1:15-18; Co. F, 1st 
SC Volunteers 20:2:4-8 
CLA"Pi ESTHER LONG 20:3:16* 
CLARDY, ALEXR. J. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, ANN S. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, FRANKLIN H. 21:2:66 
CLARDY, HELEN E. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, JA"ES 21:2:69 
CLARDY, JOSEPH A. 21:2:69 
CLARDY, LOUISA V. 21:2:bb 
CLARDY, "· ARAMENTA 21:2:65 
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CLARDY, "ARGARET A. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, "ARTHA A. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, "ARTHA W. 21:2:69 
CLARDY; "ARY ""ISSY" ("RS. AZOR BELLA"Yl 
19:4:22 
CLARDY, "ARY E. 21:2:66, 69 (2l 
CLARDY, "AY ("RS. DAWSON PIERCEl 19: 3: 14 
CLARDY, "ICHAEL 21:3:22 
CLARDY, "ICHAEL A. 21:2:69 
CLARDY, "ICHAEL F. 21:2:66 
CLARDY, SARAH H. 21:2:66 
CLARDY, THOS. 21:3:27 
CLARDY, THOS. T. 21:3:28 
Clardy1 N. Clyde. GroNing up near Na1pee CN1th "arguerite LeNis and Annette 
Reesor]. 19:3:29-30 
CLARDY, W". A. 21:2:65 
CLARDY, NM. J. 21:2:69 
CLAREDY F. 21:3:25 
CLARENDbNt NC 19:4:26 
CLARK & CRRR 21:3:27 
CLARK'S CREEK 21:1:7 
CLARK, ANN 19:2:9 
CLARK, BESSIE 19:3:7 
CLARK, H. 19:4:32 
CLARK, JOHN 19:4:29i 321 35; 20:4:29 CLARK, WILLIA" G. 2 :3:i5 
CLARK; WILLIAM 0. 21:3:27, 28 (2) 
CLARK, WM. P. 21:3:26 
CLARK 19:4:4 CLARKE,~~IE 20:1:25 
CLARKE, JA"ES FRANCIS 19:1:12 
CLARKE, JOHN 20:4:29 
CLARKEt SADIE DUSENBURY (WIFE OF JA"ES 
FRRNCIS CLARKEl 19:1:12 
CLARKTON, NC 19:4:17 
Classes at the Beach, by Ethel Woodle FloNers 
20:2:10 
CLE"ENS, ELLEN 21:2:62 
CLEMENS1 J, H. 21:2:62 CLEMMON~, KATHERINE IMRS. JOSEPH VAUGHT) 
19:3:19 
CLEMONS, ELIZABETH 21:2:3 
CLE"ONS, JOEL 20:3:3 
CLEMONS, LUCIEN 21:2:3 
CLEMONS, MANDA 21:2:3 
CLE"ONS, NOVAZE"BLA(?l 21:2:3 
CLEMONS, RILEY 21:2:3 
CLE"SON COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY 19:3:29 
CLE"SON UNIVERSITY 21:4:24 
CLEWIS, CARRIETTA 21:2:56 
CLEWIS CURTIS 21:2:56 
CLEWIS, "ALVINA 21:2:56 
CLIFTON, JOHN 19:2:15 
CLOSE, HENRY 19:4:29 
CLUBS Science, Burroughs HS 21:1:26 
French, Burroughs HS 21:1:26 
CLYDE LINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY 19:3:12 
COASTAL CAROLINA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 20:2:13 
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE 20:2:13i 21:3:11 
COASTAL EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION 2o:2:13 
COASTAL HERITAGE 21~1:15 
COBB, CHARLOTTE TAYLOR 19:4:10 
COBB, LUCY ANNE (MRS. JUNIUS GRADY OWENS! 
19:4:18 
COBB, T. J. (REV.l 21:1:31t 32i 38 
COCHRAN CBLACK POST"ASTER RT BuCKSVILLEl 
19:3:13 
COCHRAN, JAMES 21:1:22 
COCHRAN, JAMES G. (ESQ.) 21:1:25; 21:3:16, 
20 !2l, 24, 25 
COGGSHILL, MR. 21:1:24 
COINAGE after the Revolution 21:3:8 
COIT, JOHN C. !REV.l 2~:4:28 . 
Coker, Elizabeth BoatNr1ght. Voice fro1 the 
Past 21:3:7-9 
COKER, JANE 21:2:8 
COLD HARBOR1 BATTLE OF 20:2:7 COLEMAN, CUKTIS R. 19:4:23 
COLEMAN, DONNA 20:1:24 
COLE"AN, LUCY HIGH !MRS. CURTIS R. COLE"ANl 
19:4:23 
COLES, E" 20:1:19 
COLES, E""A 21:1:25 
COLES, WINNIE (MRS.I 19:3:12 
COLLETON COUNTY 19:3:22 
COLLINS CREEK 21:3:24 
COLLINS CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
COLLINS, AMANDA WALL (MRS. BARNEY COLLINS! 
19:4:11 
COLLINSi ANNIE !WIFE OF JOHN AUSTIN SESSIONS! 
19: :22 
COLLINS, B. G. 19:3:32; 20:1:6; 21:4:11 
COLLINS, BARNEY 19:4:11 
COLLINS, C. F. 21:2:59 
COLLINS, ELIZABETH 21:2:59 
COLLINS, ELSIE ("RS. JOHN M. VAUGHT, JR.l 
19:4:21 
COLLINS, FLORENCE EVELYN !MRS. ROY KIRTON! 
19:3:8 
COLLINS, FRED J. 19:1:11 
COLLINS; JAMES RUSSELL 19:2:17 
COLLINS, JOHN T. 21:2:59 
COLLINS, JONAH 21:2:59 
COLLINS, JONAH E. 21:2:59 
COLLINS, LEILA WONETHER PRINCE !WIFE OF JA"ES 
RUSSELL COLLINS! 19:2:17 
COLLINS, LOREN 21:1:28 
COLLINS, "ALCOLM 19:3:9 
COLLINS, MARGARITE 19:3:7 
COLLINS; MARY P. 21:2:59 
COLLINS, "ILDRED 19:3:7~ 21:1:25 
COLLINS, ROBERT, ESQR. ~1:1:21t 21:3:17 (3l 
COLLINS, SALLIE ("RS. ALBERT FLuYDl 19:4:20 
COLLINS1 SARAH "SALLY" BERT (MRS. NATHAN ALBtRT VAUGHT! 19:4:15 
COLLINSt WILLIAM AUGUSTUS, JR. 21:1:44 
COLUMBIR COLLEGE 19:4:18 
COLUMBIA THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 19:1:11 
CO#hHCHE !stea1boatl 19:1:8; sketch 
21:1:10$ 
COMMISSARIES (STORESl Bucksville 19:3:14 
COM"ISSION ON LOTS 20:4:24 
COMMISSION ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS 20:4:24 
CO"MITTEE OF SAFETY, LITTLE RIVER 19:4:8 
CONGDON'S STORE 21:1:28 
CONGDON, GEORGE R. 21:2:56 
CONGDON, GEORGE R., JR. 21:2:56 
CONGDON1 GEORGE R., SENIOR (2ND LIEUTENANT) 20rn 4 
CONGDON, "ARY 21:2:56 
CONGDON, MARY FRANCES 20:4:9 
CONNER, DORCAS ANN 20:2:11 
CONNER, EDWARD 19:4:35; 21:3:21 (2l 
CONNER, EDWARD GRISSETT 21:3:20 
CONNER, MARVIN 19:1:22 
CONNER, "ARY FRANCES !MRS. WILLIA" KELLY 
HOLT SR.l 19:3:24 
CONNER ~ORRIS 19:2:15 CONNER~ RHODA JANE (WIFE OF GEORGE ROBERT 
SE~SIONS SR.l 19:1:22 
CONNOLLY, "ARY JANE A. 21:2:54 
CONNOLLY; "ARY V. 21:2:54 
CONNOLLY, MINTON A. 21:2:54 
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CONNOLLY WILLIA" T. 21:2:54 
CONNOR, tDWARD 20:4:29 (2l; 21:1:17, 18 
CONNOR, "ISS 19:3:6 
CONNOR, P. 20:4:29 (2l 
CONRAD, JAUNITA !"RS. RICHARD ANDREW VAUGHT! 
19:4:20 
CONRAD "RS. DELOYCE 19:2:11 
CONSTitUTIONAL CONVENTION! 1787 21:3:7 
CONTONIAN (yearbook! 20: :24 
CONWAY 19:2:12, 13; 19:3:16, 17, 18~ 
§~~~~~or!~~~:~t-~~~ ~~;~:1l9 :t~~ ~o~!!~; 
train entered 15 Dec 1887 ~0:1:6; 
20:4:22; 21:1:9, historical trail 
21:1:28i 21:3:9; 21:4:21, 23; first 
1ayor1 ~. P. Quattlebau1 21:4:26, 30 CONWAY & bREEN SEA HIGHWAY 19:3:18 
CONWAY & SEA SHORE (or SEASHORE> . RAILROAD 
coNw1~:~~~~;cA~~~~~0~~R~~"~~R~E; ~r;~;~~ 
CONWAY BAPTIST CHURCH 21:1:26-39 
CONWAY BARRIER 21:3:12 
CONWAY BOROUGH (CONWAYBOROUGH1 CONWAYBOROl 19:2:12; lots 224 238, 2J2 280, 294 
19:3:27; establis~ed 19:4:~7-35· 20:2:4; 
20:4:29; 21:1:27, 31; 21:2:54; 21:3:17 
(2) 21 22 23 26 28 
CONWAY BOR06GH lAKE' 21:3:22 
CONWAY BOROUGH TO DOG BLUFF ROAD 21:3:21 
CONWAY FIELD (newspaper! 20:1:24, 26; 
21: 1:25; 21:3:5, 6 
CONWAY HIGH SCHOOL graduating class, 1921 
19:3:8-11• class rings 19:3:9; class 
colors, 1921 19:3:9
1
· Coldl auditoriu1 
19:3:8-9• diplOliS 9:3: 10Sj !1929 
building! 21:1:27 !1981 building> 
21:1:27 
CONWAY HISTORICAL TRAIL 19:4:5i 21:1:28 
CONWAY LU"BER CO"PANY 20:1:4 t+S 19 
CONWAY "ETHODIST CHURCH 19:3:16; 20:4:25; 
21:1:33; dedication of brick building 
21:3:9-10; (1898-19101 21:4:5, 13 
CONWAY "IDDLE SCHOOL 21:1:27 
CONWAY, COAST & WESTERN RAILROAD 19:1:4-5; 
19:3:32; 20: 1:4, 7; 21:4: 12 
CONWAY, JOHN BAXTER 20:4:6 
CONWAY, JULIANA EASTON 20:4:4, 5-8 
CONWAY, "ARY BAXTER 20:4:6 
CONWAY, R. (GEN. l 20: 4: 34 (5l 
CONWAY; REBECCA BEATY 20:4:7 
CONWAY, ROBERT (COL.I 19:4:27ff 
CONWAY, ROBERT (GEN.I 20:4:4, 28, 29 l2l; 
21:1:17· 21:3:7 17• 21:4:8 
CONWAY1 SUSANNAH BEATY CROWSON 20:4:6 
CONWAYHORO BAPTIST CHURCH 21:1:26-39 
CONWAYBORO, BAYBORO & NICHOLS TRA"ROAD 
20:1:6 
CONWAYBORO See CONWAY BOROUGH 
CONWAYBOROUGH See CONWAY BOROUGH. 
CONWAYBOROUGH ACADE"Y 21:1:29 
CONWAYBOROUGH TO PLEASANT "EADOW ROAD 
21:3:17 
CONWAYBOROUGH TO WHITES "ARSH ROAD 21:1:24, 
25 
COOK, ANN 21:2:36 
COOK, ANNA E. 21:2:8 
COOK, BENJAftlN 19:4:25 
COOK, BENJN. 21:2:18 
COOK, CALVIN 21:2:8 
COOK, CHARLOTTE R. 21:2:14 
COOK, CHESLEY 21:2:37 
COOK, D. "· 21:2:18 
COOK, DANIEL 21:2:37 
COOK.; ELIZA 21:2: 14 
COOK, GEORGE 21:2:36 
COOK, GEORGE R. 21:2:8 
COOK, HARRIET 21:2:18 
COOK, ISAAC B. 21:2:14 
COOK, IVY 21:2:36 
COOK, J. J, 21:2:8 
COOK, JA"ES 21:2:37 
COOK, JOHN 21:2:18 
COOK, "ARGARET 21:2:36 
COOK, "ARGARET A. E. 21:2:14 
COOK "ARTHA "· 21:2:14 
cooK'l ftARY JA"ES '"RS. BENJA"IN COOK! 
9:4:25 
COOK, "ASTON 21:2:8 
COOKi "ILDRED ("RS. JESSE BUREL VAUGHT! 
9:4:25 
COOK RACHAEL 21:2:18 
COOK: SAftUEL 21:2:18, 37 
COOK, SARAH 21:2:36, 37 (2) 
COOK, SARAH J, 21:2:18 
COOK, SUSAN 21:2:8 
COOK, T. J. 19: 1: 17 
COOK, TABITHA 21:2:18 
COOK, THOS. 21:2:141 18 COOK, TRELETHE(?l 21:2:8 
COOK, WATERftAN 19:1:5 
COOK, W". 21:2:37 
COOL SPRING 20:1:7 
COOL SPRINGS 19:3:16 18· 19:4:23 
COOL SPRINGS ftETHODISt CH6RCH 19:3:16 
COOPER, AARON 21:2:17 
COOPER, ADALINE 21:2:17 
COOPER, ADELINE see BURROUGHS, ADELINE COOPER 
COOPER, B. 21:2:25 
COOPER, BRYAN 21:2:28 
COOPER, CAROLYN l"RS.l 20:2:16 
COOPER, CELIA 21:2:25 
COOPER, CHARLOTTE 21:2:17 
COOPER, CHARLOTTE H. 21:2:30 
COOPER, E. 21:2:28 
COOPER, ELIZA J. 21:2:17 
COOPER, ELIZABETH 19:2:9; 21:2:17, 28 
COOPER, EZEKIEL 19:4:30, 33; 20:4:18, 30 
COOPER, GEORGE 21:2:25 l2l 
COOPER, HARIET 21:2:17 
COOPER, HENRY 21:2:5 
COOPER, IREDELL 21:2:17 
COOPER, ISAl!?l 21:2:17 
COOPER, J. R. 21:2:25 
COOPER, JA"ES 19:4:31 34 
COOPER, JOHN 20:4:17-18; 21:2:25 
COOPER, JOSEPH 21:2:17 
COOPER, LAURA J, 21:2:17 
COOPER, LEWIS 21:2:25 
COOPER, LEWIS SCARBOROUGH 21:4:31 
COOPER, "· LEE 21:1:26 
COOPER, "ARGARET E. 21:2:17 
COOPER, "ARY A. 21:2:17 
COOPER, ftARY HARRIET (HARRIETTE! BEATY 
20:4:14 18• 21:4:31 
COOPER, ftAUbE ~1:1:26 
COOPER, ftAZEREAN 19:2:9 
COOPER, N. B. 21:2:30 
COOPER, NANCY 21:2:25 
COOPER, NANCY !WIFE OF JOHN COLEftAN SESSIONS> 
19:1:22 
COOPER, NOAH 21:3:29 
COOPER, OLIVE 21:2:25 
COOPER PATRICK 21:2:28 
COOPER: PINCKNEY 21:2:17 
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HUCKS, LACY 20:4:4 
HUCKS1 LENA PARKER !MRS. ROBERT T. HUCKS! 1'f:4:16 
HUCKS, MARGARET 21:2:54 
HUCKSt MARIAN SINGLETON (MRS. GARDENER HUCKS! 
I 'I': 4: 16 
HUCKS, MARTHA 21:2:61 
HUCKS, ROBERT T. 19:4:16 
HUCK~B SAMANTHA !MRS. JOHN HUCKS! 19:3:26, 
HUCKS, SUSAN C. 21:2:61 
HUCKS, THOMAS 19:4:30 
HUCKS, WESLEY 21:2:54 
HUDSON J, 21:1:25 
HUGER ~AMILY 19:4:27 
HUGER, BENJAMIN 19:4:27-28 
HUGER, FRANCIS KINLOCH 19:4:27 
HUGER90ROUGH 19:4:27-35 
HUGGINS, E. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, EDNA (MRS.l 19:1:10 
HUGGINS, E _ P. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, J:-C:- 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, JOHN A. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, LAURA J, 21:2:38 
HUGGINS; LUCY A. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, MARSHAL O. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, N. 21:2:43 
HUGGINS, NANCY C. 21:2:38 
HUGGINS, NATHAN 21:1:19 
HUGGINS, SARAH 21:2:43 
HUGGINS, SUSAN A. 21:2:38 
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HUGGINS SUSAN E. 21:2:38 HULLUMS, JOHN 20:4:29 
HUGHES SWAMP 21:1:20; 21:3:27 HULTHEY (? HUNKEY?l, MARTAIN 19:4:35 
HUGHES, ANGELINE (MRS. SOLOMON VAUGHT! HU"BERTt J. W. (REV.I 19:4:6 
19:4:10 HU"BOLD 1 IONA 19:4:19 
HUGHES, ANN 21:2:39 HUNTER1 K. C. 20:1:23 
HUGHES (HUGHS!, CADER 21:3:20, 24, 26 121, HUNTINb SNA"P 20:1:8; 21:1:18; 21:3:17J 26 
27 (21 HUNTING SWAMP BRANCH 20:4:30 
HUGHES, CALVIN C. 21:2: 37 HUNTLY-RICHARDSON LUMBER COMPANY 19:1:6 
G Es CORDELIA ~1 2 3 HUNTS BLUFF 21:1:7 HU H ' L : : HURRICANE HAZEL (19541 20:2:18S 
HUGHES, EDWARD P. 21:2:28 HURT KATHRYNE S"ITH 19:3:24 HUGHES, ELIZA 21: 2: 70 1 
HUGHES, ELIZA J. 21:2:37 HUT ~IBLE CLASS 19:4:covert, 4; 20:2:26 
HUGHES, F. D. 21:2:39 HHUUXX, AABLEFRLED19T:4:3211,~311 
HUGHES, FRANKLIN D. 21:2:28 ' ' : .. :,, 
HUGHES, ISADORA 21:2:18 HUX, A"ELIA M. 21:2:31 
HUGHES JAMES M ?1•2 ~1 HUX, c. w. 21:2:25 , n n. - • :~ HUX, CALEDONIA 21:2:34 
HUGHES, (HUGHS!, JOHN 19:4:31, 34; 21:2:12; HUX, CAROLINE 21:2:19 
21:2:70 HUX, CHARLOTTE 21:2:18 
HUGHES, JORDAN 21:2:28; 21:3:25 HUX COLLIN p 21 ? 19 
HUGHES, LOUISA 21:2:3 ' • :.: 
HUGHES, MALACHIAH 21:2:70 HUX, D. 21:2:8 
HUGHES, MARIAH 21:2:28 HUX, D. N. 21:2:5 
HUGHES, MARSDEN 21:2:3 HUX, DAVID 19:4:31, 34; 21:2:8; 21:3:17 121, 
HUGHES; MOLSEY 21:2:18 23 
HUGHES, NANCY 21:2:70 HUX, DAVID M. 21:2:5 
HUGHES, NANCY (WIFE OF NEEDHAM JAMES COXl HUX, DAVID R. 21:2:5 
19:2:32 HUX, DAVID, SENR. 21:3:17 
HUGHES, PARKER IREV.l 19:4:6 ~~i: ~ti~~BE~~: 2~i;z:~9 (2l, 3l 
HUGHES (HUGHSl, SA"UEL ISAML.l 19:4:31, 32, HUX, ELVEY 21·.2·.19 
34, 35· 21:2:3 
HUGHES, SAML. M. 21:2:70 HUX, EMILY 21:2:2
8
5 
HUGHES; SARAH 21:2:3 HUX, EMMA 21:2:2 
HUGHES, TEMPERANCE 21:2:18 HUX, FRANCES H. 21:2:8 
HUGHES, THERESA 21:2:3 HUX, FRANKLIN A. 
HUGHES (HUGHS!, THOS. 19:4:29, 32; 21:2:18 HUX, G. 21:2:32 
HUGHES, W. E. 21:2:3 HUX, GOODMAN 21:2:8 
HUGHES, W. G. 21:2:37 HUX, HESTER A. 21:2:5 
HUGHES, W. R. 21:2: 18 HUX, I. B. 19: 1: 15 
HUGHES, WALTER 21:2:39 HUX, IRA G. 19:1:18 
HUGHES IHUGHSl, WILLIAM (WM.I 19:4:31, 33, HUX, ISAIAH 21:2:39 
34; 21:2:70 HUX, J. B. 21:2:27 
HUGHES, WM. A. 21:2:18 HUX, JAMES 21:2:8 
HUGHES, 21:1:23 HUX, JANE 21:2:28 
HUGHS, A!JfTI"R A. 21:2: 12 HUX, JOHN 19:4:31, 33; 21:.1: 19; 21:2:25, 28 
HUGHS, ANN B. 21:2:12 HUX, _ JOHN M. 21:2:8 
HUGHS, ANN R. 21:2:12 HUX, JOHN W. 19:1:18 
HUGHS, ANNA J. 21:2:14 HUX, JONAH 21:2:5 
HUGHS, ELIZABETH ,21:2: 14 HUX, JOSEPH 19:4:31, 32, 33, 34 
HUGHS, HARIET M. A. 21:2:19 HUX, JOSEPH T. 21:2:8 
HUGHS, HELEN 21:2:19 HUX, JULIA A. 21:2:27 
HUGHS, HELEN M. 21:2: 19 HUX, LOUISA 21:2:25 121 
HUGHS, J, W. 21:2:19 HUX, LUCY 21:2:28 
HUGHS, JAMES 21:2:14 Hux; MANTHA 21:2:25 
HUGHS, JAMES A. 21:2:12 HUX, MARGARET 21:2:18, 19 
HUGHS, JOHN, JR. 19:4:31 1 33; 20:4:33 HUX, MARGARET E. 21:2:8 121 
HUGHS, L. F. 21:2:12 HUX, MARGARET J. 21:2:5 
HUGHS, LARKIN F. 21:2:12 HUX, MARTHA 21:2:181 19 HUGHS, LUCY 21:2:14 HUX, MARY 21:2:26, i7 
HUGHS, LUCY A. 21:2:14 HUX, MARY A. 21:2:5, . 25 
HUEHS; MALLACH! 19:4:31, 34 HUX, MARY J. 21:2:5 (2l, 19 
HUGHS, MARION 21:2:14 HUX, MOLSEY 21:2:25 
HUGHS, THURZY J. 21:2:19 HUX, RICHARD H. 21:2:27 
HUGHS, WILAM 19:4: 31 HUX, SAMUEL 21:2:25 
HUGHS, WM. 21:2:14 HUX, SARAH A. 21:2:8, 32 
HUGINS, COLL. 21:1:17 HUX, SOLOMON C. 21:2:8 
HULL'S ISLAND SWAMP 21:3:16 HUX, SUSANNAH C. 21:2:27 
HULLAM (HULLEMl, JAMES 19:4:31, 34; 20:4:30; HUX, T. B. 21:2:19 
21:3: 19 HUX, THOMAS 21:2:5,, II, 19 
HULLAM IHULLEM), JOHN 19:4:31, 34; 20:4:30; HUX, THOMAS"· 21:~:5 
21:3:19 HUX, THOS. W. 21:2:19 
HULLS ISLAND SWAMP 21:3:20 HUX, N. D. 21:2:27 
HULLUM, WILLM. 20:4:30 HUX, W. R. 19: I: 15; 21:2:31 
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HUX, WILLIAM (WM.I 19:4:31; 21:2:41 INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY opening cere1onies 
HUX, li!LLIAM D. 20:2:6 7 21: 1: 11 
HUX, liM. C. 21:2:8 ' IONA METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:17 
Hux; liM. P. 21:2:18 IRON HILL x ROADS BAPTIST CHURCH 21:1:29 
HUX, NOSTER B. 21:2: 19 IRON SPRING IS! BRANCH 21:3: 18f 191 24 . ISAACS, SARAH (MRS. liILLJAM S NGLtTONl 
ICE 19:1:9 21:4:31 
I#PORTRNCE OF BEING ERRNEST 19:3:8 ISLAND QUEEN (riverboat! 20:2:3; 20:3:3 
Incorporation Dates for Horry County ISOM, J, W. 20:2:6, 7 · 
Municipalities, sub1itted by Catherine H. 
Lewis. 19:3:19 JACKSON (JACKSON'S! BLUFF 20:3:3; 21:1:9 
INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC GURRTERLY index, v. 19- JACKSON 1 MARY EMILY PLATT 19:1:9; 19:3:31; 
"O d b C th · H L · 20:2:COVERS· 20:4:4 21;1~4~~:2e Y a erine ' ewis. JACKSON NORMAND 20:1:24 
INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC, THE 19:4:3 JACKSON~ THOMAS JONATHAN (STONEWALL! (6EN.l 
INDIAN HALL 21:1:7 20:L:6 
INDIANS 19:3:23-24 JACKSONS LANDING 21:1:7 
INDIGO FLATS 21:1:9 JACOBS, DANIEL J. 21:2:6 
INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC 19:3:29 JACOBS, EMELY(?) C. 21:2:6 
INGRAM BEACH 19:4:7 JACOBS, JOHN J. 21:2:6 
INLAND (INTRACOASTALl WATERWAY 20:1:7; JACOBS, L. F. 21:2:6 
20:3:3 JACOBS, SARAH J. 21:2:6 
INLAND SCHOOL 19:1:10 JACOBS, SUSAN 21:2:6 
INLAND liATERWAY 21:1:9 JACOBS, ZACHERIAH 19:2:16 
INMAN'S LANDING 21:1:9 JAILS petition to build first county jail 
INMAN, ALBERT 21:2:65 19:4:27-35{· first county jail 20:4:9 
INMAN; ALFRED 20:4:7; 21:2:5 JAMES, A. 19: :15 
INMAN, ALLENE VEREEN IMRS. IREDELL DEVON JAMES, ABNER 21:2:15 
INMANl 19:4: 19 JAMES, ADDIE MAE IMRS. THOMAS A. VAUGHT! 
INl'!AN, BAZILLA 21:2:65 19:4:15 
INMAN9 BLANCHE LONG (MRS. WM. ARNOLD INMAN> JAMES, BOBBY HERSCHEL 19:4:23 INMA~, :ri~~iEL 21:2:65 ~~~rg: E&N~\~· 2rt1?1~0 
INMAN, DON 21:3:10 JAMES; D. B. 19:1:15 
INMAN; ELIZA 21:2:65 JAMES, DELETHE 21:2:34 
INMAN; ELIZABETH 21:2:5 JAMES, DELITHA M. 21:2: 15 
INMAN; ELIZABETH CONWAY 20:4:7 JAMES, E. C. 21:2:28 
INMAN, GEORGE 21:2:5 JAMES, EDWIN C. 21:2:28 
INMAN; HELEN 21:2:65 JAMES; ELIZABETH 21:2:29 
INMAN, HENRY 21:2:5, 65 JAMES, ELIZABETH J, 21:2:15 
INMAN, HERBERT DEVON 19:4:19 JAMES; EM!LY 21:2:28 
INMAti; IREDELL DEVON 19:4: 19 JAMES, ENOS 20:4:32, 33 
INMAN; ISABELL (MRS. WILLIAMS! 19:4:19 JAMES, FRANCES 21:2:15 
INMAN, J. C. 19:1:17-- JAMES, JAMES F. 21:2:15 
INMAN; JAMES C. 21:2:57 JAMES, JAMES V. 21:2:28 
INMAN; JESSE 21: 2: 65 JAMES; JAMES W. 21: 2: 15 
INMAN, LULA McCORMICK 19: 1: 12 JAMES, JOHN 21:2: 15 
INMAN; MADELINE (MRS. HOLMES! 19:4:19 JAMES, JOSEPH 21:2:29 
INMAN, MARGARET J, 21!1:S- JAMES, JOSEPH C. 21:2: 15 
INMAN; MARTHA 21:2:5 JAMES, JULIA 21:2:28 
INMAN, MARTHA ANN 21:2:57 JAMES, M. 21:2:15 
INMAN; MARTHA J. 21:2:65 JAMES; MARGARET 21:2:28 
INMAN, NEIL A. 19:4:19 JAMES; MARGARET 0. 21:2:34 
INMAN; REBECCA 21:2:5 JAMES, MARY 21:2:15 
INMAN, SARAH 21:2:5 JAMES, MARY (MRS. BENJAMIN COOKl 19:4:25 
INMAN; THOMAS 21:2:5 JAMES, MARY E. 21:2:28 
INMAN, WILLIAM R. 21:2:65 JAMES, NORMAN 20:1:14 
INMAN; WM. ARNOLD 19:4:19 JAMES, OLIVER E. 21:2:28 
INMAN, WM. J, 21:2:65 JAMES, REBECCA 19:2:10 
INMON; ALFRED 21:2:54 JAMES RHONDA 19.4.21 
INMON; ELIZABETH 21:2:54 ' ·' 'v . JAMES, SARAH 21:2:28 
INMON, GEORGE 21:2:54 JAMES; SHELBY JEAN FRYE (MRS. BOBBY HERSCHEL 
INMON; HENRY 21:2:54 JMESl 19:4:23 
INMON, MARTHA A. 21:2:54 JAMES, TIMMY 19:4:23 IINN~ooN; REBECCA 21:2:54 JAMES, w. D. 19:1:15 n N, SARAH 21:2:54 JAMES; W. H. G. 21:2:28 
INMON, THOMAS 21:2:54 JAMES lilLLIS 1Q•4·34 
INMON, VIRGINIA 21·.7·, c;4 n ' " ' 
- - w JAMES, WILLY 21:3:28 
INSOR; 21:3:23 JAMES; WILSON 21:2:15 
INSTITUTr-!lr ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY, USC JAMES; WM. 19:4:30, 33 
19:3:23 JAMESTOliN (develop1ent in south Conway) 
21:1:36 
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JAMESTOWN BAPTIST CHURCH 21:1:36 JERICHO CREEK 21:1:7 
JARNIGAN WILLIS 21:3:19 JERICO CREEK 21:1:9 
JAYROE, GEORGE 19:4:31, 34 JERNIGAN, ELI 21:3:19 
JAYROE "ARTHA 21:3:17 JERNIGAN UJLLIS 20 4 31 
JEFFoRbs, DANIEL JONES 19·. 2·.17 ' " : : JERRALD1 N. E. 19:1 17JEFFORDSL ISADORA VIOLA PRINCE !WIFE OF JERRY CuX CO"PANY 19:1:9· 20:2:23 26 
DANitL JONES JEFFORDS) 19:2:17 JERUSALE" "ISSIONARY BAPTiST CHURC~ !NEGRO! 
JEFFREY 'S CREEK 21:1:7 19:3:18 
JENERETT 21:3:6 JOHE!?l, FRANKLIN 21:2:13 
JENERETT, A. J, 21:2:27 JOHE!?!, JESSE 21:2:13 
JENERETT, BENJN. 21:2:35 JOHN H. SIZER LU"BER CO"PANY 20:1:4, 15 
JENERETT, ELIAS 21:3:6 JOHN T. SHELLEY CO"PANY 20:1:17 
JENERETT, ELIZA 21:2:35 JOHNNY CAKES 21:1:27 
JENERETT, ELIZABETH 21:2:35 !2l JOHNSON & QUATTLEBAU" !law fir1l 21:4:24 
JENERETT, ISAAC 21:2:35 JOHNSON'S SN. 21:1:19 
JENERETT, JA"ES R. 21:2:27 JOHNSON, A. H. 19:1:15; 21:2:38 
JENERETT, JANE 21:2:35 JOHNSON, A. R. 21:2:12. 
JENERETT, JOSEPH 21:2:35 JOHNSON, A. N. 21:2:29 
JENERETT, LUCINDA 21:2:35 JOHNSON, ALICE 21:2:40 
JENERETT, "ARGARET 21:2:35 JOHNSON, ALLEN 21:2:40 
JENERETT, "ARTHA 21:2:27 JOHNSON, A"ANDA 21:2:131 16 
JENERETT, REBECCA 21:2:35 JOHNSON, ANN 21:2:12 !21, 16 
JENERETT, RHUTILLA M. 21:2:27 JOHNSON, ANNA 21:2:40 
JENERETT, SAML. 21:2:35 !2l JOHNSON, ANNA E. 21:2:29 
JENERETT, NILSON 21:2:35 JOHNSON, ANNIS 21:2:16 
JENERETTL N". 21:2:35 JOHNSON, AR"IJAH 21:2:38 
JENERETTt1 ANNA ELIZA THO"AS !"RS. ELIAS JOHNSON, ARNOLD 21:2:35 JENERt TTEl query 19: 3: 20 JOHNSON, B. "· !"RS. l 20: 2: 32S 
JENERETTE, CLEMENTINE 21:2:64 JOHNSON, BEULAH !"RS. GRADY DANIEL OWENS! 
JENERETTE, ELIAS 19:3:20 19:4:18 
JENERETTE~ E""A JANE !"RS. FRANK FLOYD! JOHNSON, C. P. 20:4:36 
19:4:~0 JOHNSON, CAR"I 19:1:15 
JENERETTE, JOS. J. 21: 2: 64 JOHNSON, CAROLINE 21: 2: 12L 13 
JENERETTE, "ARGARET 21:1:26; 21:2:64 JOHNSON, CATHERINE 21:2:1j 
JENERETTEl NANCY E. 21:2:64 JOHNSON, CATHERINE N. 21:2:38 
JENKIN, JuHN 20: 4: 33 JOHNSON, CATHRINE A. 21: 2: 12 
JENKIN, JOSEPH 19:4:31, 34 JOHNSON, CELIA 21:2:29 
JENKIN, THO"AS 19:4:31, 34; 20:4:31, 33; JOHNSON, CELIA C. 21:2:29 
21:3:28 JOHNSON, CHANCELLOR N. D. 21:4:24 
JENKINS BRANCH 21:3:16 JOHWiON, CHARLES L. 20:4:36 
JENKINS CG. B.J HOUSE 19:4:5, 6a JOHNSON, CHARLES N. 21:2:40 
JENKINS, ADELA R. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, CHARLOTTE 21:2:16 
JENKINS, A"ANDA 21:2:29 JOHNSON, D. M. 21:2:14 
JENKINS, BENJN. C. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, D. S. 19:1:15; 21:2:34 
JENKINS, E. B. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, DANIEL 21:2:16, 40 
JENKINS, ELIJAH B. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, DANIEL G. 21:2:40 
JENKINS, ELIZABETH E. !C?l 21:2:29 JOHNSON, DORCAS L. 21:2:25 
JENKINS, E""A D. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, E. 19:1:17 
JENKINS, G. B. 19:4:5 JOHNSON, EBENEZER 21:2:34 
JENKINS, J. D. 19:3:7 JOHNSON, EDWARD 21:2:13 
JENKINS, JA"ES 21:2:29 JOHNSON, ELIZA 21:2:25, 40 
JENKINS, JA"ES L. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, ELIZA C. 21:2:30 
JENKINS, JOHN 19:4:31, 34 JOHNSON, ELIZA J. 21:2:30 
JENKINS, JOSEPH 21:3:16 JOHNSON, ELIZABETH 21:2:12, 16, 25, 40 !2l 1 
JENKINS, LAURA 20:1:24 70 JENKINS, "ARTHA J. 21: 2: 29 JOHNSON, ELLEN COOPER 20: 1: 21; 20: 4: 14, 36 
JENKINS, "ARY 21:2:29 JOHNSON, ELLEN L. 21:2:29 
JENKINS, MARY E. 21:2:29 JOHNSON, EMELINE 21:2:16 
JENKINS, TE"PERANCE B. 21:2:29 ~~~NNSSOONN,, EEVRAVNIDNER192:11.:;e,·l~ 
JENKINS, THOS. 21:2:29 ~ w 
JENKINS, THOS. H. 21:2:29 JJ00HHNSON, GEORGE M. 21:2:39 JENKINS, NM. K. 21:2:29 NSON, GEORGIANNA 21:2:70 
JENKINS !REVl 20: 4: 24 JOHNSON, GLOVER 21: 2: 13 
JENNINGS, -urgg1E "ASON !MRS. ROBERT JENNINGS! JOHNSON, GRACIE 19:3:7 19:4:20 Johnson, Grier. Port Harrelson Ce1etery 
JENNINGS, PRISCILLA VAUGHT !"RS. WILLIA" !with E. R. "elver and Valeria Johnson) 
JENNINGS) 19:4:20 20:1:21 
JENNINGS, ROBERT 19:4:20 JOHNSON, H. 19:1: 15 
JENNINGS, THADDEUS 19:4:20 JOHNSON, HAVALLA 21:2:40 
JENNINGS, WILLIA" LANDRU" 19:4:20 JOHNSON, HENRY 21:2:34, 40, 70 
JENRETT !JENRETTEf JENERETTE, GINNRIGHTl JOHNSON, HENRY J. 21:2:30 
GINRIGHTl FA" LY query 19:4:36; 2 :3:6 JOHNSON, HENRY L. 21:2:40 
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JOHNSON, HUGH 19:1:5 
JOHNSON, HUGH E. 21:2:36 
JOHNSON, IRES!?l 21:2:15 
JOHNSON, ISADORA A. 21:2:38 
JOHNSON, !ZADORA 21:2:16 
JOHNSON, J, 21:2:35 
JOHNSON, J, A. 21:2:25 
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RASBERRY, 21:2:30 121 
RATTLE SNA~. 21:1:18 
RAWLS, JANE GRAHAM ll1RS. JOHN RAWLS! 19:3:20 
RAWLS, JOHN 21;1:22 
RAWLS, MILLIS 20:4:30 
RAY, CHRISTIANA 21:2:35 
RAY, EMl1A LEE l"RS. EARL ROGERS VAUGHT> 
:19:4:23 
RAY, J. 19:1:16 
RAY, J, CHRISTOPHER 21:2:36 
RAY, JA"ES 21:2:35 
RAY, JAl1ES C. 21:2:35 
RAY, S. 19:1:16 
RAY SI110N 21:2:35 
READl10N!?l "ARY ELIZABETH DURANT !11RS. JOHNl 
20:4:23 
READ"ON, ALBERT 21:2:39 
READY FLAT!?l 21:1:23 
READY,_ THOl1AS 19:4:8, 28; 20:4:34 
REAVE~' FERRY 21:1:9 
REAVES, ADALINE 21:2:3 
REAVES, ANNA J, 21:2:67 
REAVES, CATHERINE A. 21:2:19 
REAVES, CHARLES W. 21:2:19 
REAVES, DOZIER H. 21:2:20 
REAVES, FRANCES C. 21:2:19 
REAVES, FRANCES H. 21:2:67 
REAVES, FRANCIS E. 21:2:67 
REAVES, FURNEY G. 21:2:19 
REAVES, G. W. 19:1:17~ 21:1:27, 38 
REAVES, GEORGE W. 21:~:67 
REAVES, HELEN M. 21:2:19 
REAVES, J. L. 21:1:28, 30 
REAVES, J, S. B. 21:2:19 
REAVES, JOHN 19:1:17; 21:3:20 
REAVES, JOHN J. 21:2:67 
REAVES, JOHN L. A. 21:2:67 
REAVES, JOHN W. 21:2:3 
REAVES, LOUISA E. 21:2:67 
REAVES, MARK 21: 1: 17; 21:2:4; 21:3:21, 24 
REAVES; MARY A. 21:2:19 
REAVES, MELVINA 21:2:3 
REAVES, NANCY 21:2:4 
REAVES, ROSE "AY !11RS. WYATT VAUGHT! 19:4:22 
REAVES, SARAH 21:2:3 20 
REAVES, SARAH A. 21:~:19 
REAVES, N. S. 21:2:3 
REAVES, WATSON P. 21:2:20 
REAVESt NM. C. 21:2:67 
RECONS RUCTION 19:3:13 
RECREATION ice crea1 suppers, oyster roasts, 
covered dish suppers, picnics 19:1:8• 
taffy pulling, box suppers, cake wal~s, 
1edicine shows 19:2:7; excursion to 
"yrtle Beach, ice crea1 parties 19:2:8 
excursion to Myrtle Beach fro1 Bucksport 
19:1:8 
RECTOR, BLANCHE VAUGHT !"RS. LOUIS RECTOR! 
19:4:15 
RECTOR, LOUIS 19:4:15 
RED BLUFF 19:4:9, 16, 24, 26; 21: 1:9 
RED BLUFF Ion Great Pee Dee River> 21:1:7 
RED HILL METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
RED OAK BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
RED SHIRT MOVEl1ENT 21:4:25 
REDl1AN, JNO. 21:3:24 
REDMAN, 19:4:32 
REDl10N, JOSEPH 19:4:28; 20:4:30 
REDMON1 1 MRS. 21:3:20 REED, uR:-R."i;. 19:1:11 
REEDY BRANCH 21:1:17; 21:3:24 
REEDY FLAT 21:3:17 
Reesor, Annette E. HCHS 1985 Spring Tour. 
19:3:30-31t; Spring Tour of the Intra-
coastal Waterway and the Nacca1aw River 
20:3:4. See also Clardy, N. Clyde 
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REESOR, ANNETTE EPPS 'DICKIE' 19:3:31*; RICHARDSONb HAZEL FRYE !"RS. J. "· 
20 3 4 ?O 4 T 36* R" h d d RICHAR SONl 19:4:23 : : ; ~ : : ~·, •; l c ar son awar 
21:4:36i; in 1e1oria1 21:3:29 RICHARDSON, J, M. 19:4:23 
REEVES, JNO. 21:1:28 RICHARDSON, JA"ES EMERSON 19:4:36 
REEVES, ROBT. 19:4:28, 32 RICHARDSON; JAMES GRAVES 19:4:36 
REGULATOR "OVE"ENT 21:3:8 RICHARDSON, jOHN 19:4:36; 20:4:32 
REHOBETH BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:17 RICHARDSON, JOHN E. 21:2:4 
REHOBETH CHURCH 21:4:20 RICHARDSON, LUCY 21:2:4 
REHOBETH METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:17 RICHARDSONt LUNA ELIZABETH !WIFE OF BENNETT 
REIDSVILLE, NC 19:4:25 ODO" S ALVEYl 19:4:36 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR COASTAL STUDIES RICHARDSON, MISSOURI C. 21:2:4 
21:3:11 RICHARDSON, POLLY GASQUE !WIFE OF BENJAMIN 
REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIER Tho1as Durant RICHAROSONl 19:4:36 
20:4:22 RICHARDSONl SALLIE JOHNSON !WIFE OF JOHN 
REYNOLDS ' FAUNT. BI06RRPHICRL DIRECTORY OF RICHARuSONl 19:4:36 
SENRTE OF S. C. 19:1:22 RICHARDSON, SARAH E. 21:2:4 
REYNOLDS, AMANDA T. 21:2:29 RICHAP.DSON1 SARAH LAVINIA BROOKS TAYLOR (WIFE 
REYNOLDS, ATTIWAY!?l 21:2:29 OF JAMtS EMERSON RICHARDSONl 19:4:36 
REYNOLDS, CAROLINE 21:2:55 RICHARDSON, WILLIAM 19:4:31 34 
REYNOLDS, ELIZABETH 21:2:15 RICHARDSON; WILLIAM "OLD' !RSl 19:4:36 
REYNOLDS, HENRY L. 21:2:55 RICHARDSON, DAVIS (WIFE OF 'OLD' 
REYNOLDS, ISHAM 21:2:15 RICH~6~El~~L~~~~;~N, RSl 
REYNOLDS, MARK 19:4:31, 34; 20:4:29; 
21:2:29· 21:3:28 RICHMOND, VA 20:2:4 
REYNOLDS, MARTHA 21:2:29 RICHWOOD; JOSEPH J, 21:2:56 
REYNOLDS SAMUEL M. 21:2:29 RICHWOOD, MARY J. 21:2:56 
RHAMES, EBENEZER 19:4:31, 33 RICKS, EDWARD T. 21:2:63 
RHAMES, MR. 20:4:28 RICKS, ELIZA J, 21:2:63 
RHAMIS !RHAME, RHAMESl, THOS. 19:4:30, 33, RICKS; JESSE 20:1:6 
35 RICKS, MARY ANN 21:2:63 
RHAMS !RHAMElL JOHN 19:4:30, 33 RICKS, NELL !MRS. ARCHIE CHESTNUTl 19:4:19 
RHOADES, JAME~ 21:2:9 RICKS, ROBERT T. 21:2:63 
RHODES, .ALFRED 21:2:20 RICKS, SARAH E. 21:2:63 
RHODES; AMELIA C. 21:2:20 RICKS, VIRGINIA 21:2:63 
RHODES, ANNA 21:2:20 RIDDLE'S SHOP, BATTLE OF 20:2:8 
RHODES, ANNA J, 21:2:20 ~IDDLE, HAROLD CARCHITECTJ 19:4:5 
RHODES, DORCAS 21:2:20 RIDGEFIELD BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:16 
RHODES, ELIZA 21:2:20 RIGGS, AGNES 20:1:23 
RHODES, JESSE J, 21:2:20 RILEY, H. F. 19:1:17 
RHODES, JOHN 21:2:20 RING, COLEMAN 21:2:65 
RHODES; MARTHA A. 21:2:20 RING; CORNELIUS 21:2:62 
RHODESt RUTH (MRS. BUD BELLAMY, MRS. TROY RING, EDWARD 21:2:65 
BLANTOlll 19:4:22 RING, ELLIS 21:2:65 
RHUARK LANDING 21:1:9 RING; HARRIET 21:2:65 
RHUARK, ANN 19:2:11 RING, ISAAC E. 21:2:65 
RHUARK, ISAAC 19:4:32 RING; MAHALA 21:2:65 
RHUARK; JOHNS. 21:1:24 RIS, JOHN 19:2:16 
RHUARK; NICHOLAS 19:4:29, 32 RISlNG, RICHARD 21:2:64 
RHUARK, S. B. 19: 1:18 RIVER ESTABLISHMENT 20:4:25 
RIALS,·T. A. 19:1:17 RIVER LANDINGS Great Pee Dee River 21:1:7; 
RIALS, THOMAS 20:4:28 !2l Waccamaw River 21:1:8-9 (mapl 
RICE CULTURE 19:1:23-24 RIVERS AND HARBOR ACT 21:1:11 
RICE MILLS 21:3:9 RIVERS, L. MENDEL !CONG.l 20:4:7 
RICE PLANTERS' SCHOOL 19:4:9 RIVERS, L. MENDEL, JR. 20:4:7 
RICE, !teacher) 20:2:24 ROACH, ANNIE VAUGHT 19:4:11 
RICH~Rrrs:-JOHN 20:4:29 ROADS c t G i · t F 19 1 4 RICHARDSON CYPRESS LUMBER AND SHINGLE COMPANY cnway o a ivan s erry : : '.'O·.l·.l
7 
ROBB!tlS, ARTHUR 19:2:16 _ ROBBINS, JETHRO 19:2:16 
RICHARDSON, BENJAMIN 19:4:36 ROBBINS~. MR. 21:1:19 
RICHARDSCN, BENNIE ALSTON 19:1:22 ROBERSON, HENRY 21:2:34 
RICHARDSON; D. V. 20:2:231 25i 21:1:10, 13 ROBERSON, IREDEL 21:2:34 RICHARDSON; D. V. 1 LUMBER L;OMPANY 20:1:4, 17 ROBERSON; !REV.l 19:4:6 RICHARDSON, DONALu 19:3:7 ROBERT, JAf!tS--20:4:20 
RICHAF:DSON, E. D. 19:1:17; 21:2:4 ROBERT, JOHN 20:4:33 
RICHARDSON, ELIZA EMMA DILL !WIFE OF JAMES ROBERT; PIERRE !REV.l 20:4:20 
GRAVES RICHARDSONl 19:4:36 ROBERTS BAY 21:1:24 
RICHARDSON, ERNEST EDWARD, AWARD Eunice ROBERTS BRANCHES 20:4:29 
McMillan Thomas and Manning Tho1as ROBERTS, ABSOLAM 21:3:27 
20:3:38; Annette Epps Reesor 20:4:3; ROBERTS; ALLENE 19:1:13 
Annette Epps Reesor 21:4:36S ROBERTS, ANNA 21:2:29 
RICHARDSON, H. L. 19: 1: 15 ROBERTS; CAROLINE 21: 2: 29 
RICHARDSON; HARTFORD J, 21:2:4 ROBERTS; CATHERINE 21:2:54 
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ROBERTS, DANIEL 21:2:30 
ROBERTS, ELIZABETH !MRS. HENRY CANNONl 
20:4:36 
ROBERTS, ELIZABETH 21:2:15, 29 
ROBERTS, ELIZABETH A. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS, EMMELINE 21:2:29 
ROBERTS, H. 21: 2: 41 
ROBERTS, HENRY RICHARD 19:1:12 
ROBERTS; ISAAC 19:4:31 
ROBERTS, J. J. 21:2: 14 
ROBERTS, J. N. 21:2:15 
ROBERTS, J. T. 21: 2: 27 
ROBERTS, JAMES 19:4:30, 33; 21:1:24; 21:2:29 
ROBERTS, JANE 21:2:13, ?9 
ROBERTS1 JOHN 19:4:33!· ~1:1:23; 21:2:30; 21:.>:19, 25, 27 (2 
ROBERTS, JOHN N. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS, JOSEPH 21:3:27 !2l 
ROBERTS, LEWIS 21:2:29 
ROBERTS, LOUISA 21:2:29l 41 
ROBERTS, LUCY A. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS, LUCY A. E. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS, MARTHA 21:2:30 
ROBERTS, MARY E. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS, NANCY 21:2:29 
ROBERTS, PENELOPE 21:2:29 !2l 41 
ROBERTSt REBECCA MA~TIN !WIFE OF J. T. 
MAR INl 19:1:1~ 
ROBERTS, SARAH A. 21:2:29 
ROBERTS, SARAH M. 21:2:14 
ROBERTS; SUSAN 21:2:41 
ROBERTS, T. A. 21:2:36 
ROBERTS, THOS. 21:2:30 
ROBERTS, W!ILEYl W. !2ND SERGEANT! 20:2:4, 7 . 
ROBERTS, W. 21:2:41 
ROBERTS; W. W. 21:2:30 
ROBERTS, WILLIAM !WM. l 19:4:31, 34; 20:4:29; 
21:2:30· 21:3:24 
ROBERTS, WI~FIELD S. 21:2:30 
ROBERTS, WM. H. 21:2:41 
ROBERTS1 WM. J. 21:2:14 ROBERTSuN, ELIZABETH 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, HENRY 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON; ISAAC 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, J, H. 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, JAMES 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, JOHN 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON; JOHN B. 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, JOSEPH 21:2:16 
ROBERTSON, MARY LEE 21:1:26 
ROBERTSONt WM. 21:2:16 
ROBESON JOHN 19:2:16 
ROBINSOh1 JOHN H. 19:4:4 ROCK HILL SC 19:4:20 
ROCKINGHAA, NC 19:4:15 
ROCKVILLE MD 19:4:18 
ROCKY MOU~T, NC 20:4:26 
ROGERS, AMELIA 21:2:23 
ROGERS, BARBARA STALVEY 20:1:23 
ROGERS, DAVID 21:2:54 
ROGERS, DAVID W. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, DELILAH C. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, DELILAH CAROLINE 21:2:54 
ROGERS, ELIZABETH 21:2:23 
ROGERS, ELIZABETH H. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, ISAIAH 21:2:4 
ROGERS, J. H. 21:2:4 
ROGERS, JAMES P. 21:2:4 
ROGERS, JEMIMA C. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, JESSE 21:1:27, 38· 21:2:23 
ROGERS, JESSE 1aAPTIST ELD~Rl 21:1:27 
ROGERS, JOHN 19:2:16; 20:4:28, 31, 33 !21; 
21:1:20; 21:2:65; 21:3:17 !21, 19 131, 20 
m, 23, 20 
ROGERS, JOHN, EST. 21:3:26 
ROGERS, JOHN, JR. 19:4:31, 34 
ROGERS, JOHN1 SR. 20:4:33; 19:4:31, 34 ROGERS, LINZtY A. 21:2:4 
ROGERS, MARGARET 21:2:23, 65 
ROGERS, MARTHA 21:2:23 
ROGERS, MARY 21:2:4 ·23 
ROGERS, MOLSEY C. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, REUBEN 21:2:23 
ROGERS, RICHARD 19:2:16 
ROGERS, SARAH F. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, W. 21:2:23 
ROGERS, WILLIAM 21:3:25 
ROGERS, WM. R. T. 21:2:4 
ROGERS, NM., JR. 21:2:54 
ROGERS1 19:4:311 34; 20:4:31 1101 ROLLIN~OR;-G(ADYS 19:.>:7 
ROLLINSON, KATHERINE MELSON GALBRAITH !MRS. 
N. H. ROLLINSON! 20:1:23 
ROLLINSONi N. H. 20:1:23 
ROMSEY, N LLIAM 20:4:20 
ROOKS, JOHN 19:2:16 
ROOTY BRANCH 21:1:20 
ROPER1 EMMA VAUGHT !MRS. R. L. ROPERl 1Y:4:17 
ROPERl R. L. 19:4:17 
ROTHMAHLER !ROTHMALERl, ERASMUS 19:4:27; 
20:4:33 
~~~~~~~t~~S ~H 2~&~~;~4 
ROUND BAY 21:3:16 
ROUQUIEt ETIENNE 19:4:31 1 34 
ROUSE, HOMAS 19:2:16 
RONAN, JOHN 19:2:16 
RONE, MARY E. 21:2:68 
ROWE, SUSAN 21:2:68 
ROWE, THOMAS N. 21:2:68 
ROWE WILLIAM J. 21:2:68 
RONELL1 ANNIE ELIZABETH !WIFE OF ARCHIBALD GA~QUEl 19: 4: 36 
ROWELL, DAVID 19:4:36 
ROWELL JACOB 19:4:36 
ROWELL: REBECCA PHILLIPS !WIFE OF DAVID 
ROWELL! 19:4:36 
ROWELL, SC 20:1:7 
ROWELLi SUSAN MARTHA PALMER !WIFE OF JACOB 
RO•ELLl 19: 4: 36 
ROWLAND, D. 20: 4: 30 (3) 1 32, 33 
ROWLAND, DAD. 20:4:29 
ROWLAND, DAVID 19:4:31; 20:4:30 
ROWLAND, ELLA 20:1:23 
ROYALL DAVID 19:4:28 
ROYALLSl FELICIA !MRS. SAMUEL P. VEREEN! 
19:4:14 
ROYALS, ASA 21:2:17 
ROYALS, B. 21:2:5 
ROYALS, D!ANIELl A. 20:2:4, 7; 21:2:31 
ROYALS, DACY 19:4:24 
ROYALS, DANIELE. 21:2:6 
ROYALS, EMELINE 21:2:31 
ROYALS, FLORENCE C. 21:2:31 
ROYALSi FROSTY ANN VEREEN !MRS. J. DAGGETT 
ROYALS! 19:4:14 
ROYALS, G!EORGEl L. 20:2:4, 7 
ROYALS, HARRIET C. 21:2:6 
ROYALS, J, DAGGETT 19:4:14 
ROYALS, JAN 19:4:24 
ROYALS, JARVIS 'PETE' 19:4:24 
ROYALS, JERYL 19:4:24 
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ROYALS, JOHN M. 21:2:6 
ROYALS, JOHN T. 21:2:5 
ROYALS, KAREN 19:4:24 
ROYALS, KENDALL 19:4:24 
ROYALS, LEXINGTON 
ROYALS, LOUISA A. 21:2:5 
ROYALS, LYDIA 21:2:5 
ROYALS, "ARGARET 21:2:6 
ROYALS, MINERVA 21:2:17 
ROYALS, NAO"! JESS"E VAUGHT !MRS. BEN F. 
ROYALS! 19:4:24 
ROYALS, REBECCA A. 21:2:6 
ROYALS SARAH E. 21:2:5 
ROYALS: THOMAS A. 21:2:6 
ROYALS, W (ILLIAMl R. 20: 2: 4, 7, 8; 21: 2: 5 
ROYALS, WM. W. 21: 2: 6 
ROYLS THOMAS 19:4:28 
RUM BlUFF SAVANNAH 21:3:19 
RUSS, ELIZABETH 21:2:9 
RUSS, JOHN 21:1:23~ 21:2:12 
RUSS, JOHN JUNR. ,0:4:31 RUSS~ JONAfHAN IJONITHAN JONETHENl 19:4:30, 
~2t 33, 34; 20:4:21; 21:1:20 
RUSS, JOSErH 19:2:16 
Russ; LOUISA 21:2:12 
RUSS, LUCRETIA 21:2:12 
RUSS, MARTHA 21:2:12 
RUSS, RACHAEL 21:2:9 
RUSS, REBECCA 21:2:12 
RUSS, RUBY 19:3:7: 21:1:26 
RUSS, SARAH 21:2:l2 12l 
RUSS, THOS. 21:2:9 
RUSS, THOS. W. 21:2:9 
RUSS, WILLIA" IWM.l 19:4:30, 33; 21:2:9, 12 
RUSS, WILLIAM, JR. 19:4:30 
RUTH (stea1boatl 20:1:21; 21:1:9, 10 
RYON, PATRICK 21:2:56 
Sailor's Snug Harbor 19:3:14 
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:16i 21:1:27 
SALEM "ETHODJST CHURCH 19:3:18 
SALEM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH !NEGRO! 
19:3:18 
SALISBURY, NC 20:4:26 
SALISBURY, RHODESIA1 SA 19:4:18 SRLLEY'S JNDENTS 1Y:4:7 
SALLEY0 ALEXANDER SAMUELl JR. SOUTH CRROLIHR TR OPS IN CONFEDEP.RTt SERVICE 20:2:4+ 
SALT WORKS 19:3:19 
SALTER, NANCY SKIPPER !MRS. WILLIAM SALTER! 
20:2:32 
SAMPSON I <tugboitJ 21:1:11 
SAMPSON II <tugboitJ 21:1:11 
SA"S CUT OFF 21:1:9 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 19:4:13 
SAND RIDGE SECTION, CONWAY 20:1:13 
SANDERS, FRANK IDR.l 21:3:11 
SANDERS; H. K. 21:1:26 
SANDERS, J. W. 21:2:5 
SANDERS; JONATHON J. 21:2:5 
SANDERS . "ARY M. 21:2:5 
SANDERSON FAMILY 19:3:14 
SANDERSON1 DETLOW 19:3:14 SANDHILL ~AV 21:1:18 23 
SANDS, ADALINE A. 21:2:56 
SANDY GROVE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH INEGROl 
19:3:18 
SANDY ISLAND 20:2:3 
SANDY ISLAND !LITTLE PEE DEE RIVER! 21:3:23 
SANDY PLAINS METHODIST CHURCH 19:3:17 
SANTEE RIVER 19:4:7· 20:4:22 
SARVIS (SERVIS), SAMUEL 19:4:30, 33 
SARVIS ISERVISli SA"UEL, SR. 19:4:30, 33 
SARVIS FA"ILY 9:1:11 
SARVIS, ANNA J. E. 21:2:21 
SARVIS, ANTHONY M. 21:2:21 
SARVIS, C. B. 21:2:12t 21:3:29 121 
SARVIS, CHESIAH 21:2:~4 
SARVIS, CLARKY !MRS. JOHN SMITH! 19:3:261 28 
SARVIS, COLEMAN 21:2:34 
SARVIS, CORNELIUS B. 19: I: 22; 19: 4: 4; 
21:3:29 
SARVIS, CORNELIUS BENJA"IN 19:1:21; 19:3:26, 
28 
~~~~I~' ~~~I~t B~l:~i;~:35 
SARVIS: ELIZABETH 19:3:26 
SARVIS, FRANCES PAWLEY 19:1:22 
SARVIS, H. M. 21:2:12 
SARVIS, HAMAH !MRS. JOHN SARVIS! 19:3:26-28 
SARVIS, HANNAH L. 21:2:12 
SARV!Si HANNAH LOUISA !WIFE OF JAMES 
WH TEFORD SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
SARVIS, HARMON J. 21:2:35 
SARVIS, HUGH 21:2:34 
SARVIS, J. M. 21:2:35 
SARVIS, JANE 21:2:34 
SARVIS ISERV!Sl, JOHN 19:1:21· will 
19:3:26-28; 19:4:30L 33i 20:4:27, 29 1 33; 
21:1:17 1 19; 21:3:111 IY, 21 SARVIS, JOHN F.t SENR. il:2:13 
SARVIS, JOHN Fl Z 19:3:261 28 
SARVIS, JOHN McD. 21:2:21 
SARVIS, JOSEPH A. 21:2:12 
SARVIS, JOSHUA 21:2:34 
SARVIS, LAURA J. 21:2:35 
SARVIS, LEWIS F. 21:2:12 
SARVIS LENIS FLOYD 19:3:26-28 
SARVIS: LOUISA PAWLEY l"RS. JA"ES BEATY! 
19:3:26-28 
SARVIS, M. F. 19:1:16 
SARVIS, MANTHA 21:2:34 
SARVIS, MARY 21:2:13 
SARVIS, MARY (MRS. JOSIAS T. SESSIONS! 
19:3:26-28 
SARVIS, MARY A. 21:2:21 
SARVIS1 MARY FRANCES !WIFE OF JOSIAS TILLMAN SE~SJONSl 19:1:21 
SARVIS, MOSES F. 19:3:12; 21:2: 12 
SARVIS, NANCY 21:2:21 
SARVIS, NANCY L. 21:2:35 
SARVIS, PATRICK C. 21:2:35 
SARVIS, PAUL 20:1:11S 
SARVIS, RHODA 21:2:22 
SARVIS, RICHARD GREEN 19:3:27 
SARVIS, S. H. 19:1:18 
SARVIS, SAMANTHA !MRS. JOHN HUCKS! 19:3:26, 
28 
SARVIS (SERVIS!, SAMUEL (SAML.l 19:4:30, 33; 
21: I: 17• 21:2:22· 21:3:21 
SARVIS, SAMUEL J. 2i:2:21 
SARVIS, SAMUELS. 21:2:12 
SARVIS !SERVIS>, SAMUEL, SR. 19:4:33 
SARVIS, W. J. 19:1:15 
SARVIS, WEALTHY IMRS. NATHANIEL DENNIS! 
19:3:26, 28 
SARVIS, NM. J. 21:2:21 
SASSER FAMILY 19:2:4 
SASSER, CAPTAIN 20:2:16 
SASSER, ELIZABETH 21:1:25 
SASSER, EUGENE 19:2:58 
SASSER, JOHN 19:2:6 
SASSER, LUCILLE (LUCILE! 19:3:8, 9; 21:1:25 
SASSER, PAUL EARL 19:3:8 
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SASSERt PHILLIP !CAPT.I 20:1:8 
SAUGUS EE CRICK 21:3:27 
SAUNDERSi LEILA DURANT 20:4:26 
SAVAGE, rRANCES 19:2:16 
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SAVANNAH BLUFF 19:3:16 17· 21:1:9 
SAVANNAH BLUFF PENTECOStAL HOLINESS CHURCH 
!NEGROJ 19:3:17 
SAVANNAH CREEK 20:4:33; 21:1:22, 23 
SAWMILLS 20:1:7; Burroughs Mill 20:1:19 
SAYE.1. MARY !MRS. FRED BUCKl 19: 3: 12 
SCAR~OROUGH, LOUIS !REV. 19:4:6 
SCARBOROUGH, MR. 20:1:21 
SCARBOROUGH, R. B. !COL.l 19:3:12; 21:1:33 
SCARBOROUGH ROBERT 21:3:6 
SCHADE,, VIR~INIA BUCK !MRS.J 20:4:12 
SCHOLEHOUSE BR. 21:1:24 
SCHOOL BONDS 21:1:25 
"SCHOOL BREAKING" 20:1:24 
SCHOOL LUNCHES 19:3:5 
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Burroughs 20:1:22-27 ConNay Ele1entary 
20:1:22-27 
SCHOONER CREEK 21:1:7, 9 
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SCIPIO ls avel 19:1:23 
SCOGGINSi EDNA EARLE SPIVEY 20:1:24 
SCOTTS H LL NC 19:4:10 
SCREVEN WILLIAM 21:1:26 
SEA SHOkE 21:3:24, 25 !2l, 2b, 28 
SEA SIDE INN 20:1:7 
SEABOARD AIR LINE SYSTEM 20:1:b 
SEABOARD COAST LINE 19:1:5 
SEABOARD SYSTEM RAILROAD 19:3:32-33 
SEABORN COLEY B. 21:1:26 
SEALS1 bAVID !REV. l 19:4:b SEAWELL RANDOLPH 21:3:25 
SEAWELL: SUSANNAH C. 21:3:27 
SEAWELLi SUSANNAH CAROLINE 21:3:26 
SECOND nANASSAS, BATTLE OF 20:2:7 
SEDER BAY 21:3:27 
SEFLERS, SARAH 19:2:10 
SELLARS WRIGHT 21:3:21 
SELLERS1 HISTORY OF #hRIOH COUHTY 19:4:10 
SELLERS, BENJAMIN 20:4:33; 21:2:28 
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SELLERS, EDNEY 21:2:55 
SELLERS, ELISHA 19:2:1b 
SELLERS, ELVINY 21:2:28 
SELLERS, FRANCES ANN 21:2:55 
SELLERS, GUILFORD 21:2:28 
SELLERS, I. G. 20:3:3b 
SELLERS, ICBARTUS 20:3:36 
SELLERS, ISAAC J. 21:2:57 
SELLERS, ISAAC JOHNSTON 20:3:36 
SELLERS, J, A. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, JAMES 19:2:1b; 21:2:55 
SELLERS, JAMES P. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, JOANNA E. 21:2:55 
SELLERS, JOCK!?l 19:2:1b 
SELLERS, JOEL 21:2:28 
SELLERS, JOEL S. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, JOHN M. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, JULIA 21:2:28 
SELLERS, L. J. 21:2:36 
SELLERS, LEWIS 21:2:36 
SELLERS, LUCRETIA 21:2:28 
SELLERS, MARTHA 19:2:16 
SELLERS, MARY 21:2:36 
SELLERS, MICHAEL 20:3:3b; 21:2:57 
SELLERS, MICHAEL !SON OF MICHAELJ 20:3:36 
SELLERS, MICHAEL M. 21:2:57 
SELLERS, REBECCA S. K. 21:2:57 
SELLERS, RHEUTILLA 21:2:28 
SELLERS SAMUEL 21:2:36 
SELLERS: SCOLAND 20:3:36 
SELLERS, SIMON 19:2:16 
SELLERS, SION 19:4:31 1 34j 21:2:28 SELLERS, SUSAN 20:3:3b; 21:2:57 
SELLERS SUSAN L. 21:2:57 
SELLERS: SYLVIA !MRS. HARRY VAUGHTJ 19:4:21 
SELLERS, THOS. 21:2:3b 
SELLERS, TOBARCKY!?l M. 21:2:57 
SELLERS, UNITY 21:2:28 
SELLERS; VIRGINIA C. 21:2:57 
SELLERS, WM. A. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, WM. Mc. 21:2:28 
SELLERS, 20:4:27 
SENATE l'f:':J:17, 28 
SESSIONS FAMILY Offices and honors 20:2:10-
11 
Sessions Honor Roll in Horry County, 1776-
1946 20:2:10-11 
SESSIONS, ANN M. 21:2:69 
SESSIONSi ANN MONK BROWN !WIFE OF BENJAMIN 
EASON SESSIONS) 19:1:21 
SESSIONSi ANNIE COLLINS !WIFE OF JOHN AUSTIN 
SESS ONSl 19:1:22 
SESSIONS, AUSTIN C. 20:2:11 
SESSIONS, B. J, !SHERIFF! 19:3:15 
SESSIONS, B. T. 21:2:32; 21:3:15 
SESSIONS, BENJAMIN !BENJ.l 19:1:21; 19:4:29, 
32· 21:1:20· 21:2:32 
SESSIONS, BENJAMIN EASON 19:1:21; 20:2:10 
SESSIONS BENJAMIN J. 19:1:21; 21:2:69 
SESSIONS: BENJAMIN JENKINS 19:1:21; 20:2:11 
SESSIONS BENJN. E. 21:2:69 SESSIONS~ BESS WHITE STEPTOE !WIFE OF 
BENJAMINE. SESSIONS! 19:1:22 
Sessions, C. Walker. Francis Ichabod 
Sessions Sr. 19:1:22 
SESSIONS, CA~L 20:1:23, 25i 21:1:2b 
SESSIONS, CEPHRONIA 21:2:3L 
SESSIONS CLARENCE 20:1:24 
SESSIONS: CORNELIUS F. A. 21:2:33 
SESSIONS, CULLIE 20:2:11 
SESSIONS DANIEL 21:2:17 
SESSIONS: DANIEL G. 21:2:33 
SESSIONSi DELILAH LEWIS !WIFE OF WILLIAM J. 
SESS ONSl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, EDWARD 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, EDWARD W. 21:2:33 
~~~§f~~~'i ~Cfi~ c~A~2 ~~?FE OF RANSOM 
SESS ONSl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, ELIZABETH 21:2:33 
SESSIONSl ELIZABETH ANDERSON !WIFE OF 
BENJAMIN TILLY SESSIONS) 19:1:21 
SESSIONSi ELIZABETH DAVIS !WIFE OF BENJAMIN 
JENK NS SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, ELIZABETH J. 21:2:33 
SESSIONS1 ELIZABETH JANE GRAHAM !WIFE OF THOMAS SESSIONSl 19: 1: 21 
SESSIONS, ELIZABETH L. !WIFE OF COVAL C. 
HOUSANDl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS.I. ELIZABETH MARGARET WIFE OF JOHN L. 
GUYTuNl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS.I. ELIZABETH TILLY !OR TILLMAN, WIFE 
OF JuSIAS SESSIONSJ 19:1:21 
SESSIONS.I. ELIZABETH WALLER !WIFE OF ROBERT 
REYNuLDS SESSIONS, SR.l 19:1:21 
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SESSIONSl ELLA SKIPPER !NIFE OF PLOWDEN GREEN SESSIONS1 LOTTIE RUTH LENIS !NIFE OF NILLIA" SESSiONS1. SR.l 19:1:21 EDNAt<D SESSIONS! 19:1:22 SESSIONS, EL100D 20:2:11 SESSIONS, LOUISA J, 21:2:33 
SESSIONS, E"ILY !NIFE OF JA"ES ANDERSON) SESSIONS, "· HARRIET 19:1:22 
19:1:21 SESSIONS "ARGARET 21:2:S9 
SESSIONS, F. I. 21:2:11 SESSIONS: "ARGARET F. 21:2:33 
SESSIONSl FANNIE LENIS !NIFE OF JOSEPH TILLIE SESSIONSl "ARGARET NISE !NIFE OF EDNARD 
SESSiONSl 19:1:21 SESSiONSl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, FRANCES 21:2:11 SESSIONS, l'IARGARETT HEl'IINGNAY 21:3:2S 
SESSIONS1 FRANCES !WIFE OF THOl'IAS WILLIA" SESSIONS, MARGUERITE 20:1:24 GRAHAl'll 19:1:21 SESSIONSi "ARIAN ELIZABETH BELLAl'IY !NIFE OF 
SESSIONS, FRANCES JONES 19:1:22 FRAN~LIN ROBERT SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, FRANCIS I. 21:2:25 SESSIONS, l'IARION A. 20:2:11 
SESS~~~s, FRANCIS ICHABOD 19:1:21; 20:2:10 §~§§1~~§,i ~~~t~~ TBBb2~~fFE OF GEORGE N. 
SESSIONS, FRANCIS ICHOBOD, SR. 19: 1:22 SESS ONSl 19: 1:21 
SESSIONS, FRANK 20:2:11 SESSIONS, l'IARY 21:2:S9; 21:3:1S 
SESSIONS, FRANKLIN ROBERT 19:1:21 SESSIONS, l'IARY A. F. 21:2:32 
SESSIONS, G. W. 21:2:17 SESSIONS, l'IARY C. 21:2:2S 
SESSIONS, GEORGE 19:1:21· 19:4:35; 20:2:10; SESSIONS, l'IARY E. 21:2:32 
21:1:23i 21:2:59; 21:3:17, 28 121 SESSIONS, l'IARY F. 21:2:SS 
SESSIONS, GtORGE K. 21:2:59 SESSIONSi l'IARY FRANCES SARVIS (NIFE OF JOSIAS 
Sessions, George Q, Some Sessions l'larriages TILLnAN SESSIONS! 19:1:21· 19:3:26-28 
in Horry County, ca. 1730-1898. 19:1:21- SESSIONS, l'IARY TILLY (QR TILLMAN, NIFE OF 
22; The Sessions Honor Roll in Horry SOLOMON SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
County 1776-1946 20:2:10-11 SESSIONS, NANCY COOPER !WIFE OF JOHN COLE"AN 
SESSIONS, ~EORGE ROBERTS 20: 2: 11 SESS l ONS l 19: 1: 22 
SESSIONS, GEORGE W. 19:1:21; 20:2:11; SESSIONS, NETTIE 21:3:12 
21:2:32 SESSIONS, NETTIE CHESTNUT !NIFE OF THO"AS 
SESSIONS, GLENN ANDERSON !WIFE OF GEORGE "ARSHAL SESSIONS! 19:1:22 
TILLl'IAN SESSIONS SR. l 19: 1: 22 SESSIONS, PHILANDER 21: 2: SS 
SESSIONSL HANNAH LouisA SARVIS !WIFE OF JAMES SESSIONS, PLOWDEN 21:2:11 
NH ITtFORD SESSIONS I 19: 1: 21 SESSIONS, PLOWDEN GREEN 19: 1: 22 
SESSIONS, HARIET 21:2:11
1 
17 SESSIONS, PLOWDEN GREEN.1. SR. 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, HARRIET 21: 2: 11 SESSIONS, R. R. 21: 2: 1t 
SESSIONS1 HARRIETT TILLl'IAN GREEN (WIFE OF SESSIONS, RALPH L. 20:2:11 FRAN~IS ICHABOD SESSIONS! 19:1:21 SESSIONS; RANSOl'I 19:1:21· 21:2:32 
SESSIONS, HELEN 21:2:25 SESSIONS, REBECCA (WIFE OF THOMAS F. WILLSON! 
SESSIONS, HENRY 21:2:59 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, HENRY NORl'IAN 20:2:11 SESSIONS1 RHODA JANE CONNER (NIFE OF GEORGE SESSIONS; HESTER (WIFE OF SA"UEL WALLER! ROBEt<T SESSIONS SR.l 19:1:22 
19:1:21 SESSIONS, RHODA JOROAN !WIFE OF JOHN MARION 
SESSIONS, HESTER A. 21:2:33 SESSIONS! 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, ISAIAH 19:4:30, 33 SESSIONS, RICHARD 21:2:11 
SESSIONS, J, W. 20:2:11 SESSIONS; RICHARD GREEN 20:2:10, 11 
SESSIONS, JAMES W. 21:2:69 SESSIONS, RICHARD GREEN SR; 19:1:22 
SESSIONS, JAl'IES WHITEFORD 19:1:21 SESSIONS; ROBERT 19:4:29, 30, 33, 3S; 
SESSIONS! JAYNE WAYNE (WIFE OF JEREl'IIAH M. 20:2:10 
SESS ONSl 19:1:21 SESSIONS ROBERT R. 21:3:19 
SESSIONS! JEANNE MANSFIELD (WIFE OF GEORGE SESSIONS: ROBERT REYNOLDS 20:2:10 
SESS ONSl 19:1:21 SESSIONS; ROBERT REYNOLDS, JR. 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, JEREl'IIAH 20:2:10 SESSIONS, ROBERT REYNOLDS.1. SR. 19:1:21 
SESSIONS; JEREl'IIAH l'I, 19:1:21 SESSIONS, ROBERTA 20:1:2s 
SESSIONS, JESSE P. 20:2:11 SESSIONS, S. M. 21:2:25 
SESSIONS, JOHN 20:2: 10; 21: 1:2S; 21:2: 11, 17 SESSIONS, S. N. 21:2:32 
SESSIONS, JOHN DOCK 19:3:8 SESSIONS, SALLIE McCASKILL (NIFE OF HENRY 
SESSIONS; JOHN l'IARION 19:1:21; 20:2:10 NORMAN SESSIONS! 19:1:22 
SESSIONS, JOHN VEREEN 19:1:22 SESSIONS, SAl'IUEL 19:4:30, 33 §~§§~~~§: ~~§EP~· 2~;~~f~2 121 §~§§i~~§b §~~~~ A~~E~s6~ i~~FEsiF ROBERT 
SESSIONS, JOSEPH TILLIE 19:1:21i 20:2:11 SEssYB~~PL~~R~~s~~~N7wI~~·bF 565~~~ 1 1'1. SESSIONS, JOSIAS 19: 1:21; 19:4:.)1, 34; 
20: 2: I 0 11 • 21: 2: 11 THOM SON l 19: 1: 21 
SESSIONS, JOSIAS T. 19:3:27: 21:3:28 SESSIONS! SARAH FLINT !NIFE OF SOLOl'ION 
SESS~~~~~1~ 071~s TILLl'IAN 19:1:211 22 ; SEssI6~§! 0~~~AH 1 jb~E~ 1 !WIFE OF SOLOl'ION TILLY 
SESSIONS, JOSIAS JUNER. 21:3:23 SESS ONSl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, KATHLEtN (!'IRS. ODELL DAVISl SESSIONS, SARAH RUTILLA STALVEY (NIFE OF 
19:3:1S BENJAl'IIN J, SESSIONSl 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, LAWSON D. 21:2:59 SESSIONS, SARAH T. 21:2:55 
SESSIONS, LORIN(?l P. 21:2:SS SESSIONS, SILAS 20:2:10 (2l; 20:2:10 (2l; 
21:2:62 
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SESSIONS, SOLOl'ION 19:1:21; 20:2:10 !2l; 
21 : 3: 20 25 26 
SESSIONS, SOLOl'ION P. 21:2:33 
SESSIONS, SOLOl'ION TILLY 19:1:21 
SESSIONS, SOLOl'ION; JR. 19:4:31, 34 
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SESSIONS, TEMPERANCE 21:2:17 
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SESSIONS, NM. J. 21:2:33 
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SHELLEY, DANIEL 19:1:18 
SHELLEY, DOLLY 21:2:15 
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SHELLEY, WILEY 21:2:9 
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SHELLEY1 ZACHARIAH 21:2:15 SHELLY rOINT 21:3:20 
SHELLY, AZOR B. 21:2:19 
SHELLY DANIEL 21:2:19 
SHELLY: HENRY D. 21:2:19 
SHELLY, J!OHNl N. 20:2:4, 7; 21:2:19 
SHELLY, JOHN T. 20:1:4 
SHELLY, MARY A. 21:2:19 
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19:4:14 
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19:4:14 
SHINN, J. L. !REV. l 21: 1:32, 39 
SHINN, J. S. 21: 1:39 
SHIPP S. N. G. !JUDGEl 21:4:28 
SHIPYARDS govern1ent 21:1:11; 21:4:11 
SHOE BUCKLE BAY 21:3:18 
SHOO-FLY !enginel 20:1:5 
SHUMAKER1 RAlPH !REV.I 19:4:6 SIAU MAKY 19:2:11 SIKE~, BENJ. 19:4:311 34 SIKES JESSE 20:4:2Y 
SIKES' JOHN 19:4:31 34 
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SILVYS CREEK 21:3:24 
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SIMMONS, ISAAC, SR. 20:2:11 
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SIMMONS, MARY 20:2:11 
SIMMONS, !REV.I 19:4:6 
SIMONS, S~CH1 GRANT 21:3:28 SIMONS !E~T.l 20:4:32 
SIMPSON ~('S, SIMSON) 19:2:17 32· 
19:4: 16, 22; 20:4:29, 30, 31, !2, !4; 
21:1:17, 181. 
21 23 25· 21:s:16 17 25 
SIMPSON CREEK BAPTI~T C~URCH 21:1:27 
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SPIVEY, LUCY 19:3:6, 8, 9 
SPIVEY, LUCY MAYO 21:1:25 
SPIVEY, NATHANIEL 21:3:18 
SPIVEY, NATHANIEL, GRANT 21:3:25 
SPIVEY, ROBT. ti. 21:2:57 
SPIVEY, ti. A. 21:2: 13 
SPIVY, ALEXR. W. 21:2:28 
SPIVY, CHARLES F. 21:2:28 
SPIVY, E. 21:2:28 
SPIVY, ELIZABETH C. 21:2:28 
SPIVY, SYDNEY G. 21:2:28 
SPOTTSYLVANIA COURT HOUSE1 BATTLE OF 20:2:8 SPRING BRANCH 21:1:18, 2u 
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SPRING BRANCH BAPTIST CHURCH 19:3:18; 
21:1:27 
SPRING SWAMP 20:4:33· 21:1:19 
Spring Tour of the Intracoastal Waterway and 
the Waccamaw River 20:3:4 
SPRINGFIELD 21:1:9 
SPRINGFIELD BAPTIST CHURCH 21:1:27, 29 
SPRINGS ESTATE 21:1:13 
SPRINGS, A. A. (CAPT. l 20: 4: 12 
SPRINGS, ALBERT !CAPT.I 21:1:7 
SPRINGS, ALBERT ADAMS, III 20:4:12 
SPRINGS, ALICE BUCK 20:4:12 
SPRINGS, GEN. 21:1:7 
SPRINGS HOLMES BUCK JR. !DR. l 20:4:12 SPURGEO~, ELEANOR !M~S. HOYT DeLEON VAUGHT! 
19:4:25-26 
SQUIRES, ANDREW 19:4:29 
SQUIRES, BENJN. F. 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, CATHERINE 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, H. 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, JAMES W. 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, JOHN 21:2:18 
SQUIRES, MARY E. 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, R(OBERTl N. 20:2:4, 7 
SQUIRES, R. H. 21:2:27 
SQUIRES, WILLIAM 21:1:17 
SQUIRES, WILSON 21:2:27 
SQUIRREL CREEK 21:1:9 
ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 19:4:18 
ST. ELIZABETH MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
(NEGRO! 19:3:17 
ST. JAMES AME CHURCH (NEGRO) 19:3:17 18 
ST. JAMES PARISH !NEW HANOVER PRECINCt, NCI 
21: 1:26 
ST. JAMES~ SANTEE, (FRENCH SANTEEl PARISH 
19:3:~2 
ST .. JOHN AME CHURCH !NEGRO I 19: 3: 17 
ST. JOHN FREE WILL BAPTIST CHURCH !NEGRO! 
19:3:17 
ST. JOHN'S PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS CHURCH 
(NEGRO! 19:3:17 
ST. JOSEPH MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH NO. 2 
!NEGRO! 19: 3: 17 
ST. MARYS GA. 19:1:19-20 
ST. MATTHEW'S MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
!NEGRO! ! 9: 3: 18 
ST. PAUL AME CHURCH !NEGRO! 19:3:18 
ST. PAUL'S AME CHURCH 19:3:29 
ST. PAUL'S MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH (NEGRO! 
19:3:18 
ST. PETER MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH (NEGRO! 
19:3:18 
ST. PETER'S AME CHURCH (NEGRO! 19:3:18 
ST. PHILIPS PARISH !NEW HANOVER COUNTY, NCI 
21:1:26 
ST. THOMAS ANO ST. DENIS, PARISH OF 20:4:20, 
21, 23 
STACY, FRANCES E. 21:2:55 
STACY SERIAH 21:2:55 
STAFFORD?. A. J. !REV.) 19:4:6 
STALEY, ~ERTHA PAUL (MRS. W. L.l 19:1:6, 7S, 
9 
STALV!ElY 1 GEORGE 21:3:181 22, 23 121 STALVEY, ADELINE E. 21:2:b0 
STALVEY, ALBERT D. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ALBERT DERRICK 19:3:8 
STALVEY, ANN M. 21:2:61 
STALVEY, ASBURY 21:2:60 
STALVEY, BENNETT ODOM 19:4:36 
STALVEY, BENTLY J. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, C. H. P. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CALEDONIA 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CAROLINE 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CATHERINE 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CATHERINE E. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CHARLOTTE 21:2:60 
STALVEY, CLF.MENT M. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, DERRICK 21:1:25 
STALVEY, DESDEMONA 21:2:60 
STALVEY, DUFF G. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ELIZA A. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ELIZA C. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ELIZABETH E. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ESSIE WALL !MRS. SAMUEL STALVEY! 
19:4: 13 14 18 
STALVEY, EStHER' !MRS. R. E. BALDWIN! 19:4:18 
STALVEY FLETCHER 21:2:60 
STALVEY: FRANCES A. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, GEORGE 19:4:30, 32, 36; 21:2:60 (21 
STALVEY, GEORGE (REV.I 19:4:36 
STALVEY; GEORGE H. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, HART 21:1:25 
STALVEY, ISABELLA 21:2:61 
STALVEY, ISABELLA S. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ISAIAH 21:2:60 
STALVEY, JAMES P. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, JEREMIAH 21:2:61 
STALVEY; JEREMIAH G. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, JOHN 19:4:29, 32 
STALVEY, JOHN K. !DR.I 19:1:6, 9; 19:3:7; 
21:1:26 
STALVEY, JOHN P. 21:2:61 
STALVEY, KATE !MRS. STEVEN! 19:3:14 
STALVEY, KEZIAH R. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, LILLIE (MRS. W. T. STEPHENS! 
19:4:18 
STALVEY1 LILLIE PAULINE ODOM !WIFE OF SANFORD WATt:R!'IAN STALVEY! 19:4:36 
STALVEY, LOUISE !MRS. V. W. HOFFMAN! 19:4:18 
STALVEY, MABURY 21:2:60 
STALVEY, MANLEY 21:1:26 
STALVEY !'IANLY 19:3:7 
STALVEY; MARGARET !WIFE OF PETER STALVEY! 
19:11:36 
STALVEY MARTHA 21:2:60 
STALVEY: MARTHA !WIFE OF GEORGE STALVEY! 
19:4:36 
STALVEY1 MARTHA (WIFE OF REV. GEORGE STALVEY! 19: 11:36 
STALVEY, MARTHA A. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, MARY A. F. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, MARY A. S. S. 21:2:60 
STALVEY MATILDA 21:2:60 
STALVEY: MAYHAM G. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, 11INECK 21:2:60 
STALVEY, NEVELLY ANN 21:2:60 
STALVEY, ORILLA A. 21:2:60 
STALVEY, PETER 19:4:36 
STALVEY, PETER V. 21:2:60 
STALVEY; RUPERT 19:4:18; 21:1:37 
STALVEY, SAMUEL 19:4:18 
STALVEY, SAMUEL T. 19:4:18 
STALVEY, SANFORD WATERMAN 19:4:36 
STALVEY, SARAH 21:2:61 
STALVEY, SARAH ANN 21:2:61 
STALVEY, SARAH 11. 21:2:60 
STALVEY~ SARAH RUTILLA (WIFE OF BENJAMIN J, 
SES~IONSl 19:1:21 
STALVEY, WILLIAM FLETCHER 19:4:36 
STALVEY, WILSON D. 21:2:61 
STALVEY, WM. B. 21:2:60 
STALVY, .PETER JAMES ELKS 21:3:22 
STANALAND, ELIAS 21:3:23 
STANALAND, JACOB J. 21:3:17 
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STANALAND, JAMES 21:1:22 
STANALAND, JOHN 19:2:16 
STANALAND, NEEDOM 21:3:17 
STANALAND, SAMUEL 19:2:16 
STANALAND THOMAS 19:2:16 
STANDARD DREDGING COMPANY worked on 
Intracoastal Waterway 21:1:12 
STANDERFER, JOEMMA 19:4:13 
STANDERFER, JUANITA VAUGHT 19:4:13 
STANDLAND, DRISEL 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, DRISEL E. 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, E. 21:3:29 
STANDLAND, ELIAS 21:1:24 
STANDLAND, HARRIET M. 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, JAMES 21:3:21 
STANDLAND, N. F. 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, RICHARD 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, SARAH A. 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, SUSAN A. 21:2:53 
STANDLAND, 21:3:25, 27 
STANDLEY, A~1:2:15 
STANDLEY, CHARITY 21:2:15 
STANDLEY; ELIZABETH 21:2:15 
STANDLEY, HARIET 21:2:15 
STANDLEY, I. F. 21: 2: 15 
STANDLEY, LEONARD J, 21:2:15 
STANDLEY, STEPHEN 21:2:15 
STANDLEY, SUSAN C. 21:2:15 
STANLEY, N. E. 19:1:17 
STANLEY; SHELTON 19:4:16 
STANLEY, OWENS (MRS. SHELTON STANLEY! 
19:4:W-
STANTON JOHN 19:2:16 
ST.APLE CREEK LAKE 21: 1: 7 
STAPLE FERRY 21:1:7 
STAR BLUFF 21:1:9 
STARK COUNTY, FL 19:4:8 
STATEMENT OF.OWNERSHIP 20:4:3 
SThTISTICS OF SOUTH ChROLIHh ••• , BY ROBERT 
IHLLS 21: 1:39 
STATONi JIM (REV.l 20:4:35i 
STAYTON, SUE (MRS.I 21:1:28 
STEAMBOATS travel to Georgetown 19:1:8 
STEPHENS, B. 19:1:16 
STEPHENS, BENJN. 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, DANIEL F. 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, EDWARD 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, ELIZA J. 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, FELIX 8. 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, FERRIN 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, H. I. 19: 1: 17 
STEPHENS, HOSEA A. 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, ISAAC 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, J. H. 19: 1: 17 
STEPHENS, J. J, 19:1:15, 16 
STEPHENS, JACOB 21:3:25 
STEPHENS, JOSHUA 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, LILLIE STALVEY (MRS. W. T. 
STEPHENS! 19:4:18 
STEPHENS, M. 19:1:16 
STEPHENS, MARGARET 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, MARIS C. 21:2:24 
STEPHENS; MARY 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, MARY J, 21:2:24 
STEPHENS, TRELETHIE 21:2:21 
STEPHENS, W. T. 19:4:18 
STEPHENS WM. F. 21:2:21 
STEPHENS6N, BENJAMIN 19:3:25 
STEPHENSON1 BENJAMIN, SON OF BENJAMIN 19: 3:2::i 
STEPHENSON, JAMES 19:3:25 
STEPHENSON, MARTHA (MRS. BENJAMIN STEPHENSON! 
19:3:25 
STEPHENSON1 MARTHA (DAUGHTER OF BENJAMIN! 19:3: 2::i 
STEPHENSON, NANCY 19:3:25 
STEPHENSON, POLLY 19:3:25 
STEPHENSON, SAMUEL M. 19:3:25 
STEPHENSON; SAMUEL N. 20:4:24 
STEPHENSON, WILLIAM 19:3:25 
STEPPS1 G. N. 21:2:48 STEPTOt1 BESS WHITE (WIFE OF BENJAMIN E. SES~IONSl 19:1:22 
STERRIT SWAMP 21:3:18 
STERRITT SWAMP BAPTIST CHURCH (OFF HNY 901 
19:2:13 
STETH(?l, ANNA E. 21:2:51 
STETH(?l, CAROLINE 21:2:51 
STETH(?l, GEORGE R. 21:2:51 
STETH<?l, L. B. 21:2:51 
STETH(?l, OSCAR 21:2:51 
STEVENS, ADELAIDE V. 21:2:63 
STEVENS, ALEXR. 21:2:45 
STEVENS 1 AMANDA CDX (MRS. THEODORE STEVENS! 19:4:21 
STEVENS, ARTHUR 21:2:66 
STEVENS; B(ENJAMIN, BENJN.l 20:2:4, 8; 
21:.:31 
STEVENS, CATHERINE 21:2:64 
STEVENS, CHARLES 21:2:31, 45 
STEVENS, CHARLOTTE 21:2:66 
STEVENS, CORA (MRS. EMORY HOLMES! 19:4:12 
STEVENS~ CYNTHIA (WIFE OF CORNELIUS AMMONS! 
19::.::: 13 
STEVENS, CYNTHIA MAVINA 21:2:66 
STEVENS, DANIEL 21:2:31 
STEVENS, DANIEL R. 21:2:66 
STEVENS, ELENOP. 21:2:30 
STEVENS, ELISHA 21:1:171 18, 19 STEVENS, ELIZA J. 21:2:45 
STEVENS, ELIZABETH GRAHAM (MRS. ENOCH 
STEVENS! 19:3:20 
STEVENS, EMILY 21:2:63 
STEVENS, ENOCH 19:1:18; 21:2:45 
STEVENS, EVELINE C. 21:2:66 
STEVENS, FANCY (MRS. ORIAN COXl 19:4:21 
STEVENS, FRANCES 21:2:31 
STEVENS, GEORGE 19:4:12 
STEVENS 1 GEORGIA MINCEY (MRS. JOHN STEVENS! 19:4:12 
STEVENS, HUGH 19:1:18 
STEVENS, ISAAC 19:4:12; 20:4:30 
STEVENS, ISAAC L. 21:2:31 
STEVENS, ISADORA (MRS. WM. FAULK! 19:4:12 
STEVENS, ISOM, GRANT 21:3:22 
STEVENS, J, W. 19:1:18 
STEVENS, JAMES 20:2:61 7i 21:2:31 STEVENS, JAMES W. 21::.:::6~ 
STEVENS, JOHN 19:4:12 
STEVENS, LOUISA 21:2:31 
STEVENS, MANTHA 21:2:31 
STEVENS, MARGARET 21:2:45 
STEVENS, MARY 21:2:66 
STEVENS, MUNRO 21:2:45 
STEVENS, NANCY E. 21:2:45 
STEVENS, NANCY SKIPPER (MRS. GEORGE! 19:4:12 
STEVENS, PENELOPE QUIN. 21:2:66 
STEVENS 1 RICHARD (RICHD.l 19:4:31, 34; 20: 4: 28 (2) 
STEVENS, ROBERT 21:1:22, 24 
STEVENS, SALLY 21:2:45 
STEVENS,, TERESA A. VAUGHT (~RS. ISAAC 
STEvENSl 19r4: 12 
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STEVENS, THEODORE 19:4:21 
STEVENS; THOS. 21:2:64 
STEVENS; VALCARANNA 21:2:63 
STEVENS; WILBER (fl, (MRS. WM. EDWARD 
SKIPPERJ 19:4:12 
STEVENS, WM. 21 :2:66 
STEVENSON, B. P. 21:2:30 
STEVENSON, CHARLOTTE 21:2:30 
STEVINS, ALEXANDER 19:2:16 
STICKLAND, HUBERT L. 19:1:12 
STILLEY PLY~OOD COMPANY 21:1:11 
STILLEY, SONNY 21:1:11 
STOCKTON, CA 19:4:25 
STRICKLAND, LABAN 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, M. W. 19:3:20i 21 :2:34 
STRICKLAND, MANTHA 21:2:4~ 
STRICKLAND, MARGARET A. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, MARTHA A. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, MARTHA J. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, MARY A. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, MATTHEW 21:2:36 
STRICKLAND, MEDORA M. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, NANCY 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, OLIVE 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, PHILIP 21:3:19 
STRICKLAND, ROBT. E. 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, S. 21:2:45 
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STOGNER, HANNAH !MRS.J 21:1:36 
STOG~I;i:~~NNAH LONG (MRS.l 20:3:16S, 22; STRICKLAND, SARAH A. 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, SOLOMON 20:4:30; 21:2.:45 <2l; 
Stogner 1 Harriet. Sarah Jane Beaty Norman (17~1-1891) 20:4:9-11 
STOGNER, HARRIET 20:4:4 
STOGNER, HARRIET S. !COOKIEl 21:1:27 
STOGNER; OTIS 20:3:16l 
STOGNER, TAB (MR. AND MRS.l 20:4:35S 
Stokes, A. J. Up the Waccamaw to Conway, a 
Church Dedication 21:3:9-10 
STOKES, ANDREW JACKSON (THE REV.l 21:3:10 
STOKES, W. S. lDR., REV. l 19:4:6~ 21:3:9 
STOKES, WHITEFOORD SMITH (REV.l ,1:3:10 
STOKESOALE, NC 19:4:25 
STONE LANDING 21:1:7 
STONE, BENJN. F. 21:2:64 
STONE, ELIZABETH 21:2:32 
STONE, EMMA J. 21:2:64 
STONE, JAMES 19:4:30, 33 
STONE, JOHN 19:2:16; 19:4:30 
STONE, JOHN~. 21:2:32 
STONE, MANTHA 21:2:32 
STONE, MARGARET 21:2:32 
STONE, PETER 19:4:29 
STONE, SARAH 21:2:32 
STONE, WILLIAM H. 21:2:64 
STONE, YOUNG 21:2:64 
STONE, ZILLAH 21:2:64 
STONEY ISLAND CREEK 21:1:9 
STORE LANDING 21:1:9 
STOREHOUSE (on Great Pee Dee Riverl 21:1:7 
STORES Mishoe Allen, Sasser and Prince 
stores at Gurley 19:2:6; Gurley Trading 
Co111pany 19:2:6 
STRICKLAND FAMILY 19:3:14 
STRICKLAND MARY LOU (WIFEOF HUBERT L. 
STRICKLANDl 19:1:12 
STF:ICKLAND, A. G. 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND; A. P. 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, ADALINE 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, ALVA 21:2:45 
STRICKLANl0l 1 B(RADLEYl 20:2:5, 1 (2) STRICKLAND, LAROLINE 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, CHARITY 21:2:36 
STRICKLAND, CHARLES 19:3:21 
STRICKLAND, CHARLOTTE C. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND1 CYNTHIA 21:2:45 STRICKLAN(ul 1 D. J. 20:2:51 B STRICKLAND, uULAH 0. WIFE Or WM. F. 
STRICKLAND) 19:1:12 
STRICKLAND, ELISHA 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND; ELIZABETH 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, ELIZABETH E. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, HARRIET 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, IRVIN 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND, JAMES B. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND; JANE 21:2:45 (3) 
STRICKLAND; JOEL 21:2:36 
21:3:24 
STRICKLAND, SUSAN M. 21:2:34 
STRICKLAND, TERRY WAYNE 19:1:12 
STRICKLAND, W. 20:4:30 
STRICKLAND, W. R. 21:2:36 
STRICKLAND; WESTON 21:2:45 
STRICKLAND 1 WILLIAM !~M.l 20:4:30 (2l; 21:1:24; 21:2:45• 21:3:19, 24 
STRICKLAND, WILLIAM~. 19:1:12 
STRICKLAND; WM. F. 19:1:12 
STR!CKLANDi WM. H. 21:2:34 
STROUD'S M LL 21:4:20, pond 23S 
STROUD, ALVA 21:2:43 
STROUD; ARMATHA 21:2:43 
STROUD, GEORGE 21:2:43 
STROUD, GEORGE W. 21:2:43 
STROUD, J. 21:2:43 
STROUD, JOHN H. 21:2:43 
STROUD; JOSEPH L. 21:2:43 
STROUD; NANCY 21:2:43 
STROUD, PATIENCE L. 21:2:43 
STROUD, POLLY 21:2:43 
STROUD, PURIFY 21:2:43 
STROUD; ROSA A. 21:2:43 
STROUD, SARAH J. 21:2:43D 
STROUD THOMAS 19:4:30 33 
STUART: OLIVIA (MRS. TOM STUARTl 21:4:30 
STUART; TOM (CAPT.l 21:4:30 
STUART 21:3:22 
STURGIS ~~THON 19:2:16 
SUDAM l?l, ALEXANDER P. 2f:2:18 
SUDAMl?J, ALEXR. 21:2:18 
SUDAM(?) 1 JOHN M. 21:2:18 SUGAR LOAF 21:1:7 
SUGGS MILL 21:4:21 
SUGGS, ALVA C. 21:2:22 
SUGGS; ANN 21:2:64 
SUGGS; ANNA J. 21:2:22 
SUGGS, ARTHUR C. 21:2:64 
SU5GS, C. W. 21: 2: 22 
SUGGS; CORNELIUS 21:2:22 
SUGGS, CORNWELL 21:2:49 
SUGGS, DANIEL 21:2:22 
SUGGS, DILLEN 21:2:66 
SUGGS, DORCAS 21:2:64 
SUGGS, DORCAS E. 21:2:66 
SUGGS, E. R. 21:2:66 
SUGGS, ELIZA 21:2:66 
SUGGS; EZEKIAL 21:2:66 
SUGGS, FRANCES 21:2:66 
SUGGS; FRANCES C. 21:2:22 
SUGGS, FRANCES V. 21:2:22 
SUGGS, GEORGE W. 21:2:22 
SUGGS; HAROLD 21:3:12 
SUGGS, J. 19:1:16 
SUGGS, J. W. 19:1:16 
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SUGGS, JOHN R. 21:2:22 TAYLOR, MARTHA J. 21:2:18 
SUGGS, JONAS 19:2:11 TAYLOR, RUTH 21:1:26 
SUGGS, L. D. 21:4:21 TAYLOR, VICTORIA 21:2: 18 
SUGGS~ MAGGIE !MRS. JOSEPH MALCOLM VEREEN! TAYLOR, WILLIAM 21:3:18· 
1.:4:19 TAYLOR, Wl'I. J. 21:2:56 
SUGGS, MRGARET 19:3:21 TAYLOR, 21:3:22 (2) 
SUGGS; MARTHA 21:2:22, 66 TELEPHON't,11l£ !new;paperl 21: 1:44 
SUGGS, MARY 21:2:66 10TH S. C. VOLUNTEERS REGIMENT 19:3:13 
SUGGS, MARY ANN 21:2:66 TERRELL'S LANDING 21:1:7 
SUGGS, MARY WAYNE 19:3:21 TERRELL, RICHMOND R., JR. 21:3:15 
SUGGS, NANCY 21:2:66 TERRELL, SARAH 21:3:15 
SUGGS, ROBERT 19:4:19 THARP, ADDELINE 21:2:66 
SUGGS1 SUSAN LONG !MRS. ROBERT SUGGS! THARP, CHARLES 21:2:66 l't:4: 19 THARP; EMELINE 21 :2:66 
SUGGS, W. J. 19: 1: 16 THAF:P; LUCIEN 21: 2: 66 
SUGGS, W. K. 21:4:28 THARP; OLIVE 21:2:66 
SUGGS, WILLIAM !WM.l 21:2:22; 21:3:19 !2l THARP, STEPHEN 21:2:66 
SUGGS, WILSON M. 21:2:22 THARP, THOMAS 21:2:66 
SUGGS~ WM. E. 21:2:66 THARP; WESLEY 21:2:66 
SUMMEKLYN, DARSULA WALL !MRS. REX SUMMERLYNl THARP, WINGATE 21:2:66 
19:4: i8 THIGPtN.:. RAYMOND 21: 1:36 
SUMMERLYN, REX 19:4:18 THOMAS rAMILY 21:3:6 
SUMMERS, OAVID 20:4:4 THOMAS LANDING 21:1:7 
SUMMERS, JAMES 20:4:21 THOMAS, A. JACKS 21:2:6 
SUMTER DISTRICT 20:4:22 THOMAS; ADDELINE S. 21:2:66 
SUMTER, SC 19:4:17; 20:1:7 THOMAS; ANNA ELIZA 21:3:6 
SUMTER, THOMAS !GEN.l 21:3:7 THOMAS, BELLEME 21:2:69 
SUH-HEHS 20:3:3 THOMAS, BENJN. F. 21:2:66 
SUPERSTITIONS 19: 1:23 THOMAS, C. B. 21:4:28 
SURFSIDE BEACH 19:2:12; incorporated 14 Mar THOMAS, CALVIN 21:2:66 
1964 19:3:18 THOMAS; CINTHIA 21:2:66 
SURLES, EDWARD 21:3:25 THOMAS; DANIEL 21:2:69 
SWAIMEl?J, ARTHUR 19:2:16 THOMAS, DEMPSEY 21:2:69 
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VAUGHT, CHARLOTTE RtBECCA VEREEN (MRS. 
WILLIAM HAMPTON VAUGHT) 19:3:19; 19:4:14 
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VAUGHT, CHAUNCY 19:4:16, 22 VAUGHT, FRANCES MOET (MRS. JOHN VAUGHT, JR.l 
VAUGHT, CHERYL LYNN 19:4:23 '19:4:8 
VAUGHT, CLARENCE BERRY 19: 4: 15 VAUGHT, FRED L. , 19: 4: 17 
VAUGHT, CORNELIA 19:4:10 VAUGHT, FRED LANNEAU 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, CRYSTAL 19:4:23 VAUGHT; FREDDY GRYDER (MRS. CANTEY LANNEAU 
VAUGHT, CYNTHIA GENELL 19:4:24 VAUGHTl 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, DARREL 19:4:24 VAUGHT, GEORGE GORE 19:4:22, 24 
VAUGHT, DAVID 19:4:21; 19:4:24 VAUGHT, GEORGE RAY 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, DEBORAH DIANE lMRS. DOUGLAS BLUE! VAUGHT; GEORGE TALMADGE 19:4:15 
19:4:20 VAUGHT, GEORGE WYATT 19:4:16, 22 
VAUGHT, DELLA !MRS. B. A. ELKS! 19:4:11 VAUGHT, GEORGIA CARROLL 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, DELLA WATTS 19:4:22 VAUGHT, GERTRUDE LEWIS (MRS. ALBERT BURNICE 
VAUGHT, DEWEY ELBERT 19:4:22, 25 VAUGHTl 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, DEWEY ELBERT~ JR. 19:4:25 VAUGHT, GLENDA CAUSEY (MRS. PAUL VAUGHT! 
VAUGHT, DOCK CARLISLt 19:4:17 19l4:24 
VAUGHT, DOCTOR 20:4:28 VAUGHT, GRACIE LEE (MRS. LEON VAUGHT! 
VAUGHT, DOtlNA CAMILLE 19:4:24 19:4:22 
VAUGHT, DORIS HEWETT (MRS. WILLIAM JOSEPH VAUGHT, GUSSIE (MRS. CLEM PROCTORl 19:4:17, 
VAUGHT) 19: 4: 22 22 
VAUGHT~ DOROTHY BEST (MRS. ROBERT WHITNEY VAUGHT, H. M. 19:4:11 
VALlGHTi 19: 4: 25 VAUGHT, HANNAH 19: 4: 8 
VAUGHT, E. EVANDER 19:4:12 15 VAUGHT HARRIET (MRS OTHO HAYNESl 19:4:8 
VAUGHT, EARL ROGERS 19:4:2b, 23 VAUGHT: HARRY 19,:4:22 
VAUGHT, EDGAR EARL 19:4:22, 25 VAUGHT, HARRY "DICK" 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, EDGAR LEFFEL 19:4:17, 22 VAUGHT, HARRY, JR. 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, EDNA (MRS. WALTER FOWLERl 19:4:20 VAUGHT, HIRAM 19:4:16 
VAUGHT, EDWIN 19:4:20 VAUGHT HOYT DeLEON 19:4:22 25-26 
VAUGHT, EFFIE !MRS. T. N. GRAHAMl 19:4:15 VAUGHT: HYE KYONG YI (MRS. JAMES COY VAUGHT, 
VAUGHT, ELEANOR SPURGEON (MRS. HOYT DeLEON JR. 19:4:21 
VAUGHTl 19:4:25-26 VAUGHT, ISABELLA 19:4: 12 
VAUGHT, ELISE (MRS. HEYWOOD EVANSl 19:4:15 VAUGHT, ISABELLA A. 21:2:38 
VAUGHT, ELISKA 19:4:25 VAUGHT; ISEMMA('.') C. 21:2:62 
VAUGHT, ELIZABETH 21:2:38 VAUGHT; ISLA !MRS. OSCAR DAVID LIVINGSTON) 
VAUGHT, ELIZABETH !MRS. GEORGE PRINCEl 19:4:15, 21 
19:4:12 17 VAUGHT, JAMtS 19:4:16 
VAUGHT, ELIZABETH (MRS. JOHN BELLAMY; MRS. VAUGHT, JAMES ALLEN 19:4:20 
HENRY C. WILLIAMS) 19:4:8 9 VAUGHT; JAMES BEN 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, ELLA (MRS. JAMES LAWRENCE HIGHl VAUGHT, JAMES COY 19:4:15, 20 
19:4:20, 23 VAUGHT, JAMES COY, JR. 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, ELLEN 19: 4: 10 VAUGHT, JAMES D. !MAJORl 19: 4: 21 
VAUGHT,, ELNITA WATTS (MRS. FRED LANNEAU VAUGHT JAMES MONROE 19:4:24 
VAuGHTl 19:4:20 VAUGHT: JANE LeGETTE (MRS. E. EVANDER VAUGHT) 
VAUGHT, ELSIE COLLINS (MRS. JOHN M. VAUGHT, 19:4:15 
JR.l 19:4:21 VAUGHT, JANE WEST (MRS. MATTHIAS VAUGHTl 
VAUGHT, EMMA (MF:S. J.C. DAYl 19:4:11 19:4:10 
VAUGHT, EMMA (MRS. R. L. ROPERl 19:4:17 VAUGHT, JANET (MRS. MENDEL LEWIS! 19:4:21 
VAUGHT; EMMA C. 21:2:62 VAUGHT;, JAUNITA C~~RAD (MRS. RICHARD ANDREN 
VAUGHT, EMMA LEE RAY (MRS. EARL ROGERS VAuGHTl 19:4.kO 
VAUGHT) 19:4:23 VAUGHT, JEAN (MRS. JAMES HENRY POWELL) 
VAUGHT, EMMA RUTH 19:4:21 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, ERNEST 19:4:20 VAUGHT, JERRY 19:4:24 
VAUG~~;4~~~IE CAPPS (MRS. JAMES COY VAUGHT) ~~~~~i;, ~~~~~ ~~~~~EY 1 i~~s~2jo~~ EVERETT 
VAUGHT, ESSIE LOUISE 19:4:21 VAuGHTl 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, ESTHER (MRS. LUTHER ~ARVIN FLOYD! VAUGHT, JIMMY 19:4:25 
19:4:20 VAUGHT, JOA~ 19:4:23 
VAUGHT, EUGENE PALMER 19:4:20 VAUGHT, JOANNA CARTER (MRS. JOSEPH THOMASl 
VAUGHT, EULA ADELL (MRS. EUGENE BUTLERl 19:4:15 
19:4:22 25 VAUGHT, JOEMMA HARREL (MRS. PETER VAUGHT, Ill 
VAUGHT1 EUNICE LINA (MRS. LAWRENCE MAULINE 19:4:10 HI~KMANl !9:4:22, 24 VAUGHT, JOHANNA HARREL (MRS. PETER VAUGHT, 
VAUGHT, EVA BELLE 19:4:17 JR.l 19:3:19 
VAUGHT, EVA MAUDE 19:4:17 VAUGHT, JOHN 19:4:10, 12, 25 
VAUGHT, EVANDER E. 21:2:38 VAUGHT, JOHN (genealogy] 19:4:7-26 
VAUGHT, FLAVIUS 19:4:1b, 22 VAUGHT, JOHN EVERETT 19:4:22, 25 
VAUGHT, FLORA ANDERSON (MRS. LUNDY MOtlROE VAUGHT, JOHN M. 19: 4: 11 
VAUGHT) 19:4:24 VAUGHT, JOHN M. 1 JR. 19:4:21 VAUGHT, FORREST FORNEY 19:4: 16 VAUGHT, JOHN MA1dON 19:4: 15, 21 
VAUGHT, FRANCES 19:4:16 VAUGHT, JOHN SAMUEL (JUDGEl 19:4:12, 17 
VAUGHT, FRANCES A. (MRS. JACK SINGLETON) VAUGHT, JOHN SAMUEL, JR. 19:4:17 
19:4: 12, 16 VAUGHT, JOHN (i111igrantl 19:3: 19 
VAUGHT, JOHN, III 19:4:21 
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VAUGHT, JOHN, JR. !DR.l 19:4:71.. 8 VAUGHT MATHIAS 19·3·19· 19:4:7·, 20:4:33,· 
VAUGHT, JONA TURBEVILLE !MRS. nONROE VAUGHTJ 21:1:18· 21:2:6J. ' 
1T9:4:24SEP VAUGHT, MATtHIAS 19:4:8, 10; 21:1:18, 21; VAUG~7 , JO H 19:4:4, B, 13, 17; 21:3:21, 21:3:25 VAUGHT, JOSEPH THOMAS 19:4:15 VAUG~~; 4~~TTHIAS !SON OF JOHN VAUGHT, JR.l 
VAUGHT, JOSEPH WHEELER 19:4:151. 20 VAUGHT, MATTHIAS I 19:4:12 VAUGHT, JUANITA !MRS. __ STANOERFERJ VAUGHT, MATTHIAS II 19:4: 10, 12 
VAUGA+:4jo~NITA SMITH !MRS. EDWIN VAUGHT) VAUGHT, MATTHIAS, SEN. 21:3:29 
19:4:20 VAUGHT, METHIAS 21:1:19 
VAUGHT JULIA wRS ROBERT I VAUGHT, MICHAEL 19:4:23; 19:4:25 , !n • SDONl 19:4:16 VAUGHT, MILDRED !MRS. J. L. BRYAN! 19:4:20 
~~~~~t: ~~ti~ A~~~ 4 :f~: 4 : 2 l VAUGHT,, MILDRED COOK !MRS. JESSE BUREL VAUGHT; KAREN ELIZABETH 19:4:21 VAuGHTl ~9:4:25 
VAUGHTU KATHERINE CLEMMONS (MRS. JOSEPH VAUGHT, MINNI !MRS. F. M. FLOYD! 19:4: 17 
VA GHTl 19 .• ~ •• 19 VAUGHT, MIRIAM MARLENE 19:4:25 . VAUGHT, MONROE 19:4:24 
~~~~~+: ~I~sE~9~:sf3 (MRS. MATTHIAS VAUGHT) VAUG~~;4~~~TLE cox !MRS. DEWEV ELBERT VAUGHT) 
19:4:10 VAUGHT, NADA SMITH !MRS. BILLY KNIGHT VAUGHT! 
VAUGHT, KITTSA C. 19:4:12 19:4:23 
VAUGHT, LACEY BASS !MRS. CANTEY LANNEAU VAUGHT, NANNIE BRYANT lMRS. THOMAS MORGAN 
VAOGHTl 19:4:20 VAUGHT 19:4:15 
VAUGHT, LAFAYETTE 19:4:16 VAUGHT, NAOMI JESSME !MRS. BEN F. ROYALS! 
VAUGHT, LARRY ALTON 19:4:21 19:4:22 24 
VAUGHT, LAURA BETH 19:4:24 VAUGHT, NATAAN 19:4:10 
VAUGHT, LEON 19:4:22 VAUGHT, NATHAN ALBERT 19:4:12, 15 
VAUGHT; LINDA !MRS. EUGENE H. CARMICHAEL, VAUGHT, OLETA BRYANT 19:4:22 
JR. l 19: 4: 21 VAUGHT; OLIVE !MRS. I. T. BELLAMYJ 19: 4: 22 
VAUGHT, LINDA NELL 19:4:23 VAUGHT, OREN 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, LLOYD WILLARD 19:4:22D, 24 VAUGHT, PATRICIA FAYE 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, LOIS BASKIN !MRS. LLOYD WILLARD VAUGHT; PAUL 19:4:21; 19:4:24 
VAUGHTl 19:4:24 VAUGHT, PAULA 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, LOLA HARDEE !MRS. GEORGE WYATT VAUGHT, PAULINE LIVINGSTON !MRS. JOHN EVERETT 
VAUGHT! 19:4:22 VAUGHT! 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, LOTTIE FORD !MRS. EDGAR EARL VAUGHTJ VAUGHT, PEARLIE 19:4:15 
19i4:25 VAUGHT, PEGGY !MRS. L. C. TODD! 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, LOUISA 19:4:11 VAUGHT, PETER W. 19:4:11 13 VAUGHT~ LOUISA CUCKON FUTCH !MRS. PETER VAUGHT; PETER, I !SHERIFF! 19:3:19; 19:4:8, 
VAuGHT, JR.l 19:3:19; 19:4:10 9 
VAUGHT, LOUISE !MRS. FRANK DEXTER BELLAMY, VAUGHT, PETER1 II [POSTMASTER AT VAUGHT] JR. l 19:4: 131. 18 19:4:9t lo VAUGHT, LOUISE ANNA !MRS. D. FRANK BELLAMY, VAUGHT, PE ER, III 19:4:11 
postlistress at Vaughtl 19:3:19-20 VAUGHT, PETER, JR. 19:3:19; 19:4:11; 21:2:62 
VAUGHT, LUCIAN 19:4:121 16 VAUGHT, PETER, SR. 21:2:62 VAUGHT, LUCILLE BEST !MKS. GEORGE TALMADGE VAUGHT, PRISClLLA !MRS. NILLIAM JENNINGSJ 
VAUGHTl 19:4: 15 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, LUNDY MONROE 19:4:22 24 VAUGHT, RANDOLPH 19:4:25 
VAUGHT,, LUNEL BENNETT !MRS. RbBERT LADDIE VAUGHT, RAY 19:4:13 
VAuGHTl 19:4:23 VAUGHT, REBECCA !MRS. PETER COXJ 19:4:8! 9 
VAUGHT, MARGARET 19:4:21 VAUGHT, REBECCA MURROW lMRS. JOHN VAUGHT 
VAUGHT, MARTHA 19:4:8 19:4:12 
VAUGHT
1 
MARTHA CAROLINE !MRS. NILLIAM A. VAUGHT, REBECCA SWEET lMRS. ALBERT VAUGHT! 
BE~SENTl 19:4:9, 11 19:4:10 VAUGHT~ MARTHA MERCY TODD !MRS. MATHIAS VAUGHT, RICHARD "RICKY" 19:4:21 
VAuGHTl 19:3:19: 19:4:7 VAUGHT, RICHARD ANDREW 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, MARY 19:4:8· VAUGHT, ROBERT "BOBBY" 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, MARY !MRS. DANIEL CARTRETTE! 19:4:12 VVAAUUGGHH!
11
; RROOBBEER~TT bHADITD£EEY 19lb.~.4:~.~1 1 2~~ VAUGHT, MARY !MRS. TOM GORE! 19:4:22 ~ " _i -· 
VAUGHT, MARY ELIZABETH SKIPPER !MRS. THOMAS VAUGHT, ROENA COX !MRS. WINSTON WALLACE 
0. VAUGHTl 19:4112 VAUGHT! 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, MARY HANKINS lMRS. WILLIAM VAUGHT! VAUGHT, ROSE MAY REAVES !MRS. WYATT VAUGHT) 
19:4:8 19:4:22 
VAUGHT, MARY LEE !MRS. SHADRACH WILLIAMJ VAUGHT, ROSIE BLANTON !MRS. THOMAS LISTON 
19:4:16 VAOGHTl 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, MARY MARTHA 19:4:25 VAUGHT, SADIE BELLAMY !MRS. FLAVIUS VAUGHTJ 
VAUGHT~ MARY SWEET !MRS. WASHINGTON BRADLEY 19:4:22 
WALL; MRS. GEORGE SOLOMON JORDANJ 19:4:9, VAUGHT, SANDY 19:4:23 
IO, 11 VAUGHT, SARAH 19: 4: 8 
VAUGHT, MATEY BELLE REBECCA !MRS. JAMES W. ~~~~~ft' ~~~~~ :~~tt~: B~~f4~btLI~~ !MRS. LW 19:4:22, 24 NA HAN ALBERT VAUGHTl 19:4:15 
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VAU6HT, SARAH BRANTLEY !MRS. JOSEPH VAU6HTl 
19:4:8 
VAU6HT, SARAH GORE !MRS. ERNEST VAU6HTl 
19:4:20 
VAUGHT, SARAH JANE !MRS. BENJAMIN SINGLETON! 
19:4: 12, 16 
VAU6HT, SC 19:3:19-20· 19:4:101 13 
VAU6HT, SHADRACH WILLI~M 19:4:12, 16 
VAUGHT, SHIRLEY 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, SHIRLEY DOYLE !MRS. OREN VAU6HTl 
19:4:20 
VAU6HT, SOLOMON 19:4:8 9, 30 33 
Vaught, South Carolina lpost office]~ by 
Heyward Cuckoo Bellamy. 19:3:19-,0 
VAU6HT, STEPHEN PAUL 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, STEVE 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, SUE BETH 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, SUSAN 19:4:21 
VAUGHTi SYLVIA SELLERS !MRS. HARRY 'DICK' 
VAuGHTl 19: 4: 21 
VAU6HTi TAMMY HARRIS !MRS. JAMES ALLEN 
VAuGHTl 19: 4: 20 
VAU6HT, TERESA A. !MRS. ISAAC STEVENS) 
19:4:12 
VAUGHT, TERRY JEAN 19:4:23 
VAUGHT, TERRY WYATT 19:4:24 
VAU6HT, THELMA !MRS. HALLIE B. 6ERALDl 
19:4:15 
VAUGHT, THOMAS !THOS.l 19:4:10; 21:2:38 
VAUGHT, THOMAS A. 19:4:12, 15 
VAUGHT, THOMAS ALLARD 19:4:15 20 
VAUGHT, THOMAS BROOKS !LT. COMbR., USNl 
19:4:21 
VAUGHT, THOMAS BROOKS, JR. 19:4:21 
VAUGHT, THOMAS CLYDE 19:4:17 
VAUGHT, THOMAS JEFFERSON 19:4:12L 15 
VAUGHT, THOMAS LISTON 19:4:22, 2j 
VAUGHT, THOMAS MORGAN 19:4:15 
VAUGHT, THOMAS 0. 19:4:12 
VAUGHT, TREVAIL DAWSEY !MRS. EUGENE PALMER 
VAU6HTI 19:4:20 
VAUGHT, VERNICE WEST !MRS. GEORGE GORE 
VAUGHT! 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, VICKY 19:4:25 
VAU6HT, VICTOR 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, VINA 19:4:15 
VAU6HT, VINA !MRS. EARL FLOYDl 19: 4: 21 
VAUGHT, VINA ANN EDGE !MRS. THOMAS JEFFERSON 
VAU6HTl 19:4:15 
VAUGHT, VIRGIE !MRS. MITCHELL FRYE! 19:4:20, 
23 
VAU6HT, VIVIAN !MRS. J. C. GRAINGER) 19:4:25 
VAUGHT, VIVIAN !MRS. J. CURTIS FLOYD) 
19: 4: 15 20 
VAU6HT, WALlER !OR ARMALAINl 19:4:8 
VAUGHT, NANDA 19:4:21 
VAU6HT, NATIES ALSTON 19:4:9 
VAU6HT, WENDELL 19:4:25 
VAU6HT, WESLEY 19:4:24 
VAUGHT, WILLIM !Wl'I. l 19:4:8; 21:3:21; 
21:3:22 
VAUGHT, WILLIAM !CAPT.I 21:3:16 !21 
VAUGHT, WILLIAM HAMPTON [post1aster at 
Vaught] 19:3:19i 19:4:11, 13, 14 
VAUGHT, WILLIAM JOStPH 19:4:22 
VAUGHT, WILLIAM M. 19:4:15, 21 
VAUGHT, WILLIE F. 19: 4: 17 
VAUGHT, WINNIE BEST !MRS. THOMAS ALLARD 
VAUGHT! 19:4:15 
VAUGHT, WINNIE BEST VAUGHT <MRS. THOMAS 
ALLARD VAUGHT! 19: 4: 20 
VAUGHT, WINSTON WALLACE 19:4:22, 24 
VAU6HT, WINSTON WALLACE1 JR. 19:4:24 VAUGHT, WOODROW EARL 1Y:4:25 
VAU6HT 1 WYATT 19:4:22 VAU6HT, 20:4:32 
VAU6HT, ~SMITH !MRS. CARROLL VAU6HTl 
19:4:ZO-
VAUSE, CARRIE GEANETTE 19:1:12 
VAUSE
1 
CARRIE HOWELL !WIFE OF WOODROW VAUSEl 
h:1:12 
VAUSE WOODROW 19:1:12 VAUSE~ WOODROW WILSON 19:1:12 
VEREEN ESTATE 21:1:13 
VEREEN ALICE 21:2:7 
VEREEN: ALLENE !MRS. IRDELL DEVON INMANl 
19:4:19 
VEREEN, ALMA VAU6HT !MRS. BARNEY VEREEN! 
19:4:22 
VEREENi ANN REBECCA WALLER !MRS. JOSEPH 
DE1ITT VEREEN! 19:4:14 
VEREEN1 ANN WALLER !~RS. JOSEPH DEWITT VEKEENl 19:3:19 
VEREEN, ANNIE 21:2:7 
VEREEN1 ANNIE TODD !MRS. JACKSON BENJAMIN VEKEENl 19:4:14 
VEREEN, BARBARA JO 19:4:19 
VEREEN, BARNEY 19:4:22 
VEREEN, BENJAMIN 21:2:54 
VEREEN, BENJN. FL 21:2:69 
VEREEN, CALEDONIA 21:2:69 
VEREEN CALHOUN 21:2:69 
VEREEN: CAROLINA !MRS. WILLIAM PRICEl 
19:4:14 
VEREEN, CHARLES J, 21:2:61 
VEREEN, CHARLOTTE 21:2:7 
VEREEN, CHARLOTTE tMRS. BEN TILLMAN DA66ETTl 
19:4:15 19 
VEREENl CHARLOTTE REBECCA !MRS. WILLIAM 
. HA~PTON VAU6HTl 19:3:191 19:4:13, 14 
VEREEN, DANIEL 21:1:18; 21:~:61 
VEREEN, DEBRA 19:4:19 
VEREEN, ELIZA J. 21:2:69 
VEREEN, ELLA !MRS. SAM D. 6RAHAMl 19:4:19 
VEREEN, ELLA JANE 19:4:15 
VEREEN ERNEST 6ARY 19:4:15 VEREEN~ ETTA LEWIS !MRS. WILLIAM PORTER 
VEKEENI 19:4:15 
VEREEN, EUGENE WALDO 19:4:19 
VEREEN1 EVA CHESTNUT !MRS. NILSON DEWITT VEKEENl 19:4:19 
VEREEN1 FELICIA ROYALLS !MRS. SAMUEL P. VEKEENl 19:4:14 
VEREEN, FLORRIE !MRS. LINKER! 19:4:15 
VEREEN, FROSTY ANN !MRs:-1:" DAGGETT ROYALS) 
19:4:14 
VEREEN1 GENEVA PHILLIPS !MRS. EUGENE WALDO VEKEENl 19:4:19 
VEREEN, HARTFORD 21:2:69 
VEREEN, HENRY CLAY 19:4:15 
VEREEN, HOUSTON 19:4:19 
VEREEN, IRISH SWEET 19:4:15 
VEREEN, J. J. 19: 1: 18 
VEREEN, JACKSON BENJAMIN 19:4:14 
VEREEN, JAMES S. 21:2:67 
VEREEN, JANE 21:2:54 
VEREEN, JEREMIAH 20:4:33; 21:1:22; 21:2:69; 
21:3:19 
VEREEN, JEREMIAH J. 21:2:69 
VEREEN, JEREMIAH, EST. 21:1:24 
VEREEN, JEREMIAH, JR. 19:4:30, 33; 20:4:33 
VEREEN, JO NITA 19:4:19 
VEREEN, JOHN F. 21:2:69 
VEREEN, JOHN MORGAN 19:4:15 
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VEREEN, JOHN VOSS 19:4:19 
VEREEN, JOSEPH 21:2:54 
VEREEN, JOSEPH BENJAMIN 19:4:19 
VEREEN, JOSEPH D. 21:2:67 
VEREEN, JOSEPH DEWITT 19:3:19; 19:4:14 
VEREEN, JOSEPH J, 21:2:69 
VEREEN, JOSEPH JEREMIAH 21:3:20 !21 
VEREEN, JOSEPH MALCOLM 19:4:15 19 
VEREEN, KAREN WATTS !MRS. WINSTbN VEREEN! 
19:4:19 
VEREEN, LEMUEL 21:2:67 
VEREEN, LOUIS FREDERICK 19:4:19 
VEREEN, LULA HALL !MRS. THOMAS ALLEN VEREEN> 
19:4:14 
VEREEN1 MAGGIE SUGGS !MRS. JOSEPH MALCOLM VEwEENl 19:4:19 
VEREEN, MARGARET !MRS. A. BRADLEY SHANI 
19:4:14 
VEREEN, MARTHA 21:2:69 !21 
VEREEN, MARY 21:1:22; 21:2:7 
VEREEN, MARY A. 21:1:19 
VEREEN, MARY ANN !MRS. W. I. PARKER! 19:4:15 
VEREEN, MARY C. 21:2:66 
VEREEN, MARY S. 21:2:66 
VEREEN1 MARY SWEET WALLER !MRS. BENJAMIN BLANCH VEREEN I 19: 4: 15 
VEREEN, MARY THOMPSON !MRS. LOUIS FREDERICK) 
19:4:19 
VEREENl MAYBELLE TODD !MRS. JOSEPH BENJAMIN 
VEwEENl 19:4:19 
VEREEN, MAYHAM 21:2:69 
VEREEN, MELISSA !MRS. BENJAMIN HAMPTON) 
19:4:15 
VEREEN, l'IICHAEL 19:4: 19 
VEREEN, NORA ANN 19:4:19 
VEREEN, REBECCA 21:2:54 
VEREEN, SAMUEL P. 19:4:14i 21:2:54, 67 
VEREEN, SAl'IUEL PORTER 19:4:14 
VEREEN, SARAH 21:2:69 
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Miss Ernestine Hamilton Little 
Feb. 18, 1906 - Jan. 6, 1989 
The Horry County Historical Society sadly reports the death of 
Miss Ernestine Little. "Stine" was one of the Society's most faith-
full members. Having been a charter member, she continued to devote 
her time and energy to the Society's publication, The Independent 
Republic Quarterly, up until her death. 
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Her parents were Henry P. Little and Lillian Kate Hamilton Little. 
She was a member of the First United Methodist Church in Conway. Miss 
Little graduated from Chicora College in 1927 and received her Master's 
Degree in Education from the University of South Carolina in 1948. 
She was a charter member of the Pilot Club, and a member of Delta 
Kappa Gamma, having taught in the Horry and Georgetown schools for 
more than 44 years. 
The following Memorials have been made to 
The Horry County Historical Society. 
Memorials to Miss Ernestine Hamilton Little 
By: Miss Rebecca Bryan 
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin G. Burroughs 
Mrs. C.C. Cutts 
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Gause 
Mrs. Catherine H. Lewis 
William H. Long 
Mr. & Mrs. Roland Shelley 
Miss Evelyn Snider 
Memorials to Miss Florence Epps 
By: Mr. & Mrs. E.E. Dargan 
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THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER 
Dear Friend, 
Thank you for your vote of confidence in electing me as your 1989 
Horry County Historical Society President. I want to thank you and the 
Board of Directors for the trust that you have placed in me. 
The Society is very grateful to the devoted group headed by Ben 
Burroughs which puts together four issues of the IRQ each year. The 
Quarterly is now in its 23rd year of publication and is widely recog-
nized as the best historical publication in our state. The staff would 
welcome your comments and suggestions, as well as manuscripts and photo-
graphs that you might want to share. 
The September, 1988, meeting related to the National Register desig-
nation process. Mr. William Light Kinney, Jr. of Bennettsville, Vice-
Chairman of the S.C. Archives and History Commission and Chairman of its 
National Register Committee, gave an interesting talk on the processes 
involved in designating buildings for the National Register of Historic 
Places. 
The January, 1989, meeting had as its topic the history of the Pee 
Dee section of South Carolina. Mr. William Henry Chandler, Esq., of 
Hemingway, Past President of The Three Rivers Historical Society, gave a 
stimulating talk about the history of that area, especially during the 
Revolutionary War era. 
We would be happy to hear from you about what you would like to see 
on future programs. We will certainly try to provide speakers and exper-
ences you feel would be interesting and useful. 
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The next gathering of the Society will be at the Spring Tour in April. 
Announcements concerning the time and place will be sent at the appropri-
ate time. I look forward to seeing you there. 
Sincerely, 
David Bomar Smith 
President HCHS 
